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A. Introduction  
 
In May 2015, Metro Parks Tacoma (MPT) and the Tacoma Public Schools (TPS) initiated an interagency 
committee with the goal to analyze and inventory existing fields and complexes. The analysis would be 
used to create a joint action plan, identify ways to combine resources, balance quality and equity of 
fields and complexes throughout Tacoma, and would generate a concrete understanding of program 
offerings and service gaps at each relevant location.  
  
A framework was designed to 
collect relevant assets and 
amenities per targeted facilities 
categorized as either Tier 1, 2 or 3. 
The three categories helped 
delineate where highly 
competitive and typical 
tournament play was focused, 
structured programming and 
practices were held, as well as 
walk-on play with no structured 
programming occurred. A 
description of each tier can be 
found on Table 1, page 9 of this 
document. 
 

B. Study Methodology  
 
To help assess how each facility supported programming, a key amenity and asset index was created to 
rank important assets and amenities for each facility in the study.  The categories dealt with things such 
as bleachers, if a synthetic field is present, whether or not a field is lined, and/or if a facility has lighting. 
An example of this information can be seen in Figure A below.  Although this information was beneficial, 
the study team determined that additional analyses were needed to effectively analyze the facilities. 
  

In order to be able to effectively make strategic decisions and recommendations for joint 
improvements at MPT and TPS locations, a thorough understanding of current and projected field 

utilization was needed. 
  
The second iteration of the Field Study Inventory was more heavily defined by research, visualization, 
and analysis.  This second iteration of the Field Study primarily followed three distinct phases. The first 
phase collected data on hours of usage at every facility.  In doing so, the team collected monthly hours 
of field use for 2015 (current), as well as program projections from 2016-2026 (mid-term), and 2027+ 
(long-term) for all MPT and TPS uses, as well as 26 associations that rented or otherwise occupied time 
and space on TPS and MPT fields. The second phase developed a framework and system to itemize the 
maximum number of hours available on a single field complex based on existing field conditions, field 
surface type, available daylight, facility closures, and associated maintenance. The third phase 
contrasted actual hours of use for each field each month with the maximum possible hours the field 
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could be used.  These comparisons were finally expressed in percentages per month, and laid out in an 
extensive series of bar graphs. These are shown in their entirety in Appendix A.  

 

 Figure A- Key Amenity and Asset Index 
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 Within the first phase, it was critical to develop a 
framework to efficiently collect accurate usage hour 
from MTP staff, TPS Staff, and Association 
organizations. The team managing the field inventory 
leveraged the data from the first iteration to drive 
where to collect usage data and activated key staff to 
input accurate data. Qualitative and quantitative data 
such as the WIAA website for TPS Sports seasons, and 
the class registration program for MPT programs were 
used to cross-reference what staff reported for usage 
hours at facilities.  
  
The second phase allowed the team to engage 
maintenance and operations staff to inform not only 
what surfaces existed on each field but also constraints that may hinder playability on fields. This phase 
also took into consideration certain unique variables which impact how long a field can be programmed. 
Factors such as time of day fields become available, daylight, field surface type, and varying number of 
days per month were just a few of the variable which had to be vetted. Once all factors were addressed 
and the framework was complete the tables (Figures B & C) were created: 
  

 
Figure B 

Monthly Maximum Hours, Per Field Type 
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Figure C 

Example Operational Adjustment to Maximum Field Hours 

  
The third phase was the final step in developing a comprehensive and accurate dataset to analyze.  
  
Field utilization was critical in uncovering current field capacity, as well as mid and long-term field 
capacity. The Current field capacity defines whether or not a field has available hours per month to add 
programming.  Additionally, the Mid and Long Term capacity defines If a facility’s existing surface type, 
maintenance support, and amenities are sufficient to support expansion of existing programs and new 
programs in the future.  
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Once the numbers were calculated and the database complete, the team’s next step was to represent 
all of the discrete data in a way that was exportable and adaptable over time. To accomplish this, the 
data was taken out of its original form within ArcGIS and imported into Microsoft Power BI for data 
visualization. The end result is represented in the Figure D below.  A complete representation of each 
field analyzed in this study is located in Appendix A.  
 

 
Figure D  

Example Field Utilization Charts (Appendix A) depicting Current, Middle and Long Term Projections 

  
After the visualization tool was completed, key staff from TPS and MPT were able to easily analyze 
current field utilization by sport season and understand where opportunities for increased programming 
existed at specific facilities. Additionally, they were able to leverage the projected utilization rates to 
anticipate when facilities will be over capacity in the future, and what programming will need to be 
supported. The latter data and information all fed into the key recommendations section where staff 
were able to draft field, facility, and programming recommendation with a data driven approach.  
 

C. Athletic Field Types  
Fields in this study were slotted into three ranking categories, as shown in Table 1 below. The key 
factors for designation were Quality, Maintenece Level Of Service (LOS) and Field Dimensions.  
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Ranking Amenities  
Maintenance 

LOS 
Type of Use Quality Dimensions 

Tier 1 
Fields 

Lights; Natural Grass 
or Synthetic Surface 

Backstop, Infield 
Skimmed, Bleachers, 
Restrooms, 
FGP/Goals 

Consistent 
Maintenance- 
Drag, Weed, 
Line, Mow, 
Bases 

MPT/TPS Games, 
Practices, 
Tournaments, 
Outside Rentals 

Adequate 
Drainage, 
Flat 
Surface,  

All 
Regulation 
Fields 

Tier 2 
Fields 

Non-Lighted; 
Synthetic or High 
Quality Natural Grass 
Surface 

Backstop, Infield 
Skimmed, Bleachers, 
Restrooms, 
FGP/Goals 

Less Consistent 
Maintenance- 
Drag, Weed, 
Line, Mow, 
Bases 

MPT/TPS Games, 
Practices, 
Tournaments, 
Outside Rentals 

Fair to 
Inadequate 
Drainage, 
Flat 
Surface,  

Regulation & 
Mod-Sized 
Fields 

Tier 3 
Fields 

Non-Lighted; Natural 
Grass Surface 

Backstop, Infield 
Skimmed, Goals 
usually provided by 
outside users 

Limited Extremely limited or 
no structured 
programming, drop-
in by public  

Inadequate 
Drainage, 
Uneven 
Surface or 
Cinder 

Regulation & 
Mod-Sized 
Fields 

Table 1 
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The overall field composition between the two organizations across Tacoma are depicted in the graphs 
below. Tacoma Public Schools owns and maintains 72% of the total fields cataloged within this study.  
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D. Demographics and Facility Distribution 
At the time of this field study, Metro Parks Tacoma is divided into four planing areas, as shown below in 
Figure E.  For a more detailed view, see the maps located within Appendix A.  These planning areas are 
unique and have their own trends that come into play when analyzing the demographics. The statisctics 
in this section were taken from the U.S. Census Bureau and from Environmental Systems Research 
Institute (ESRI), which specializes in population and a detailed 2015 Metro Parks Tacoma Demographic 
and Trends Report that was generated as part of the development of the District’s Mission Led 
Comprehensive Program Plan (MLCPP), which is the primary planning tool that MPT uses to ensure that 
the correct type and quantity of programs are available to residents throughout the city.  

 

Figure E  

MPT/TPS Athletic Facilities & Metro Parks Tacoma’s Planning Quadrants  

(See Appendix A for larger Map) 

Tacoma as a City 

The total estimated population of Tacoma in 2015 is approximately 203,000 people. Over the next 
twenty years, Tacoma will see an increasing older adult population (55+) and a slightly decreasing youth 
population (1- 18Y). It is important however to look at this by planning area, as each one proves to have 
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slightly different patterns of growth and factors pertaining to income. Both of these paint a picture in 
telling the story of athletics and in determining accessiblity and equitibility.  

Facility Distribution:  Northwest Planning Area 

Tacoma Public School Facilities: 

Elementary Schools: Point Deifance, Sherman, 
Washington, Lowel, Bryant, McCarver, Stanley, 
Franklin, Grant, DeLong, Jefferson, Downing, 
Skyline, Wainwright 

Middle Schools:  Jason Lee, Mason, Truman 

High Schools: Foss, Stadium, Wilson 

 

Metro Parks Tacoma Parks with 
Athletic Facilities: 

Neighborhood Parks: Optimist Park, 
Jane Clark Park 

Community Parks: Franklin Park, 
Garfield Park, Jefferson Park, Stanley 
Playfield 

Complexes: Peck, Heidelberg- Davis 
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The Northwest Planning Area encompases 90,000 of Tacoma’s residents and 43% of the total city 
population. It also houses 46% of the total fields available. This planning area is projected to see the 
most significant growth over the next 15 years, as compared with other planning areas; there will be 
decreases in the youth populations and increases in the adult populations.  

The Northwest Planning Area area has the second largest population of Middle and High School 
students who are particpating in outdoor sports. When looking at total populations of those school sites, 
they also rank second.  In analyzing elementary school enrollment, three were identified above 95% of 
Reccommended Program Capacity (RPC), two were designated betern 90-95% and the reamining seven 
school sites run 79-90% RPC.  

This planning area is extremely diverse when looking at socioeconomic levels alone. Schools located 
around immediately surrounding the hilltop neighborhood have some of the highest need for free and 
reduced lunch in the city. Overall, data shows the Northwest sitting about 10% higher than the per 
capita income and at 9% lower than the median household income when comparing it to Washington 
state as a whole.  
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Facility Distribution:  Southwest Planning Area 

 

Tacoma Public School Sites: 

Elementary Schools: Whittier, Geiger, Edison, 
Arlington, Manitou 

Middle School:  Gray 

High School: Mt. Tahoma 

Metro Parks Tacoma Parks with 
Athletic Facilities: 

Neighborhood Parks: Manitou Park 

Community Parks: N/A 

Complexes: SERA
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The Southwest Planning Area holds 26,000 of Tacoma’s residents and 12% of the total population. 22% 
of the total available fields are in this area. This planning area is projected to include very slight 
decreases in the youth populations and slight increases in the adult populations.  

Middle School sports participation is the highest in this planning area than any of the others, and high 
school figures rank it last when looking at the other quadrants.  In analyzing elementary school 
enrollment, three of the five schools were identified above 95% of Reccommended Program Capacity 
(RPC), with one being at 120% capacity. Two schools are around 80% capacity.  Free and reduced lunch 
statistics show three of the schools being closer to the 85% and above range, while schools closer to 
Fircrest and central Tacoma are right around 50%.  

This planning area sits at 28% less per capita income and 22% less median household income, as 
compared to the rest of Washington state. It is equal to the Southeast planning area with per capita 
income when looking at the Washinton statistics and greater than those from the same planning area 
when looking at median household income.  
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Facility Distribution:  Southeast Planning Area 

 

Tacoma Public School Sites: 

Elementary Schools: Reed, Whitman, Mann, 
Birney, Fern Hill, Larchmont, Bose, Fawcett, 
Mann, Sheridan, Lister, Blix, Roosevelt, Lyon 

Middle Schools:  First Creek, Stewart, 
Giaudrone, Baker 

High School: Lincoln 

Metro Parks Tacoma Parks with Athletic 
Facilities: 

Neighborhood Parks: Roosevelt Park 

Community Parks: Stewart Heights Park, 
Portland Avenue Park  

Complexes: N/A 
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The Southeast Planning Area emcompases 70,000 of Tacoma’s residents and 34% of the total 
population. It holds 33% of the total fields.  This planning area is the only one with no change for the 
youth populations; it is on par with the Southwest planning area in terms of increases with adult 
populations. Currently, this area ranks first among total middle school and high school student 
populations when compared with schools located in other planning areas.  

Middle School sports participation ranks last when compared to the other planning areas and first in 
high school sports partipcation figures. In analyzing elementary school enrollment, four of the fourteen  
schools were identified above 95% of Reccommended Program Capacity (RPC), two which are over  
capacity at 103% and 120%. The remaining schools, three are between 90-95% of RPC and the remaining 
six between 75- 90%. Within the elementary schools, all are greater than 77% free and reduced lunch, 
with several above 90%. 

The free and reduced lunch statistcs are not surprising when considering this area sits below both the 
state and national statistics for per capita and median household incomes. The Southeast has 28% less 
income per capita and 12% less median household income when compared to figures from Washington 
state as a whole.  
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Facility Distribution:  Northeast Planning Area 

 

Tacoma Public School Sites: 

Elementary Schools: Browns Point, Crescent 
Heights, Northeast Tacoma 

Middle School:  Meeker 

High School: N/A  

Metro Parks Tacoma parks with 
Athletic Facilities: 

Neighborhood Parks: Northeast 
Tacoma, Brown’s Point Playfield  

Community Parks: N/A 

Complexes: N/A 
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The Northeast Planning Area holds 20,500 of Tacoma’s residents and 10% of the total population. When 
looking at all field types, 16% of the total fields are in this area. This planning area will see very little if 
any growth overall, in the next fifteen years. Estimations show the demographic data changing slightly in 
terms of decreasing youth populations and increasing adult or senior populations.  

Middle School sports participation ranks third when compared to the other planning areas. There is no 
high school located in this planning area; the designated high school for this area is Stadium High School 
in the NW planning area.  

This planning area has three elementary schools, with two identifed as having enrollment capacity 
between 77-81% and one at 92%. Free and reduced lunch numbers for the elementary school students 
depict Northeast Tacoma Elementary as being around 65%.  

Both the median household and per capita incomes are above Washington and U.S. national figures. It 
sits 33% greater than the per capita income and 48% greater in median household income when 
comparing alongside data from Washington state.   

Regionally:  

The complexes and compeitive fields within the overall system, have a regional draw, in paritcular when 
looking at tournament play. Although current data suggests that Tacoma will see a projected growth of 
around 9.7% over the next fiften years, regionally, the area is likely to see a bump of 15% over that same 
time period. Given the current climate of field availalablity within the surrounding areas, this will place 
an additional burden on fields within Tacoma.  

School Populations: Other snapshots which should be considered are the total student populations and 
percetnages of students who are involved in the Middle and High School sports in each of the quadrants. 
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This, alongside the projected population growth patterns and the Elementary Sports Model should help 
influence the decisions on where and what types of fields are needed.  

Ideally, Middle and High School students would not only be pracitcing on tier 1 fields, but they would be 
playing games as well. What we see currently is a lack of competition fields, in particular with the Middle 
School students across the board.  

E. Wrapping it All Together:  

The Driving Forces in Tacoma’s Field Utilization Figures 
 

This field study revealed several major driving forces that show current or expected capacity 
issues at athletic facilities throughout the city of Tacoma.  These forces range from field uses 
that are out of compliance with agency policy, demographical changes in school populations, 
inequities in facility availability or to district-wide changes in programming needs based upon 
student life priorities, to name a few.  In no particular order, they can be summarized as 
follows: 

1. Programmed Use Outside Park Classification 

As prescribed in its Strategic Parks and Program Services Plan, Metro Parks Tacoma uses 
a hierarchical system of park classifications based on the function and use of parks and 
open spaces. The park classifications provide a systematic way of categorizing park land 
so that decisions regarding design, capital investments or improvements and 
maintenance and operation are based on the types and functions of the parks. This 
classification system allows the level of service for each park type to be determined by 
analyzing the service area and identifying any gaps and duplications throughout the 
District.  

As a definition, “Neighborhood Parks are intended to provide daily convenient access to 
basic recreation opportunities for nearby residents and are designed primarily for 
spontaneous, non-organized recreation activities. Neighborhood parks should be 
designed to enhance neighborhood identity, preserve neighborhood open space and 
encourage users by foot or bicycle. Due to the small size of these parks and lack of 
permanent amenities such as restrooms, visitors usually limit their stay to 1 hour or less. 
Generally speaking, programmed activities or Permitted events are not allowed to take 
place in neighborhood parks.” 

This field study revealed several Neighborhood level parks in the MPT inventory that are 
clearly being programmed in contradiction to the guidance provided in the agency’s 
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strategic plan, and the recommendations outlined in this report reconcile these 
instances.  

2. Expected Middle School C-level Team Formation 
The Tacoma School District expects growth in its number of participants at the middle 
school level sports programs that utilize the fields analyzed in this study. Middle Schools 
sports currently have what they call A and B Teams, which function more or less as the 
equivalent of Varsity and Junior Varsity teams. These teams most often have students 
who have had previous experience with sports programs outside of the District, such as 
with associations. These teams are increasingly becoming more competitive in nature, 
which excludes those students who may desire to have an entry level experience or 
those with recreational experiences. Additionally, the expanding populations at some of 
the schools within this quadrant, such as Baker, Stuart and Guiadrone, are going to 
require additional teams to handle the capacity of the student body. 
 

3. Elementary Sports Program Growth 
Initiated in 2016, The Elementary Sports Program is a joint effort between TPS and MPT 
aimed at providing after-school sports program opportunities to students at their local 
schools.  The Elementary Sports Program is still in its infancy and continues to grow with 
each sport season. It is projected the program will continue to see growth of between 5-
7% growth each year over the next three years. While the practices for the programs 
mainly take place at the schools themselves, games are hosted at MPT fields. Where this 
is problematic is with regard to available fields with necessary dimensions for baseball, 
as well as issues with natural grass wear and tear with sports such as soccer and flag 
football. 
 

4. Association Sport Participation Rate Growth  
This Field Study was conducted in part by utilizing both local/national sports trends 
identified through the District’s 2016-2022 Mission Led Comprehensive Program Plan 
and interviews with coaches, parents and leaders of the various sports associations that 
operate in Tacoma (listed below).  In general, football, soccer and baseball are expected 
to moderate growth over the mid and long term horizons, while sports like lacrosse are 
expected to grow rapidly over these same time frames.  Facilities to accommodate mid-
level baseball (13 year old, 70-80 foot baselines) are especially taxed, as there are only a 
few facilities of these sizes in the city. 
 
In addition, given the expectation for increased numbers of participants in the 
Elementary School Sports Programs (see above), it is reasonable to expect increases in 
club sport participation as more children gain exposure to new sports opportunities, 
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increased talent in these sports at a younger age, and heightened interest in 
participating at a higher competitive level.   
 

2016 Field Study Participating Organizations: 
Central Hornets Football Club 
Tacoma Panthers Football Club 
NW Cougars Football Club  
Little Abes Football Club 
Little Falcons Football Club 
NW Rams Football Club 
Lion Youth Football Club 
NE Tigers Football Club 
Nortac Soccer Club 
South Tacoma Soccer Club 
Norpoint Soccer Club 
UWT Intermural Sports Office 
Lions Lacrosse Club 

Tigers Lacrosse Club 
South Sound Stars Lacrosse Club 
Disc NW 
Tacoma South Sound Sports Commission 
Comeback Sports  
Tacoma Trauma 
Pierce County Bengals Adult Football Club 
CSSA 
Northwest Prospects Academy Baseball Club 
Seattle Cheney Studs Baseball Club 
Soundview Little League Baseball Club 
GSL Tournaments 
National Adult Baseball Association 

 

5. Increased Rental Demand 
While MPT and TPS are both seeing a projected growth with regard to youth sports, the 
same can be said for private schools, associations and alternative providers of adult 
sports leagues. Adult Sports providers are also seeking out MPT facilities, both because 
of the convenience to their customer base and preferred way the scheduling and facility 
management are handled.  
 
Because of the limited daylight hours and weather during the winter months, many of 
the organizations are seeking fields that are artificially turfed and with lights. In cases 
where there are no lights available on the turf, alternative providers are bringing in their 
own lights.  
 
Additionally, many of those organizations renting the fields are asking about multiple 
fields for rent in the same location. The study revealed while there are several fields 
within the TPS inventory that contain artificially turf and competition configured spaces, 
only the High Schools offer the option of lights. Additionally, outside of the two fields at 
Wilson High School and the softball/baseball fields at Mount Tahoma High School, the 
only available Tier 1 options within Tacoma are at Metro Parks’ facilities.  
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6. Population Demographics 

In looking at both the overall Tacoma population in each of the planning areas, as well 
as the Tacoma Public Schools, one can see there are inequities that exist, in particular 
when looking at available competition fields for middle and high school sports. There is 
also evidence that exists within the projections over the next fifteen years, to suggest 
more fields may be necessary to support the increased population growth.  

This section also outlined free and reduced lunch populations and capacities at the 
elementary schools. This information provided further evidence as to the need for 
accessibility to fields within each quadrant.  

F. MPT & TPS Priorities for Facility Availability & Development 
The ability to host regional sports tourism events presents a need for large facilities that must 
be fully analyzed, as these types of facilities are part of a complex regional economic market.  
For this reason, MPT and TSD must realize that their agencies may play a role in the decision 
process to enter such a market, but other (often larger) jurisdictions (The City of Tacoma’s 
Economic Development Division and Pierce County Chamber of Commerce, as examples) that 
have interest in broader economic development initiatives must play a lead role in decision 
making.  

As mentioned above, it is very clear that current and expected demand from sports associations 
represent a capacity issue for MPT and TPS facilities.  The hierarchy below describes that MPT 
and TPS program needs must be met first, while association and regional tourism needs come 
second: 

Regional Sports Tourism 
Programming Needs

Association Sports 
Programming Needs

Metro Parks Tacoma / 
Tacoma School District 
Programming Needs
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When considering the financial, maintenance and capital replacement cost impacts placed on 
Tacoma Public Schools and Metro Parks Tacoma by owning these types of facilities, this study’s 
recommendations will have a financial impact on both organizations. 

It is important to note that even though both agencies recognize that these facilities and their 
improvements will add to their budgets, both are firmly committed to meeting the demands 
for the association sports organizations in Tacoma for the following reasons: 

• Association sports providers often fill a void for a level of programming that would 
otherwise need to be provided by MPT or the TSD.   

• Association participants are tax payers within Tacoma, and have therefore paid and 
expect the facility to be available for their particular sport. 

• Fields within Tacoma, which are “public and open”, are owned and maintained by 
both TPS and MPT and should be available for all who need access. 

• It is not equitable to segment out those who play competitive sports vs. recreational 
sports.  

• MPT and TPS have a responsibility to our entire community, regardless of where 
participants are at in the progression of their sport.  

G. Joint Agency Field Study – Recommendations 
The recommendations section of this study is divided into three sections: 

1. Administrative 
2. Capital Improvements / Operational Shifts 
3. Regional Market Opportunities 

Summary of Administrative Recommendations 
 

As discussed above, the shared vision between Metro Parks Tacoma and the Tacoma School 
District that the agencies share the duty to serve both the needs of their proprietary 
programming needs and those needs of the surrounding associations.  Given this view of the 
shared customer, the study reviewed current practices of both agencies in terms of field 
scheduling for both internal and external needs.  Field rental procedures and costs from both 
agencies varied widely, depending on location and circumstance.  These discrepancies have led 
to inefficient distribution of use across the city, and in some cases have led to availability being 
preclusive to allowing sports teams and seasons to operate, even though often times the fields 
in question were available. 
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As an example, Metro Parks has historically had an agreement with the Nortac Soccer 
Association to allow use of fields for practices and games that allows volunteer hours to be 
swapped in lieu of field rental payments.  The agreement has been enforced on an ad hoc basis, 
and usually ends in a lump sum payment for hours of use at the end of each spring soccer 
season.  A second example highlights discrepancies in costs to the customer- Stadium Bowl in 
the NW Tacoma Planning Area has a significantly higher cost per hour to rent versus say Lincoln 
HS Bowl in the SE Quadrant.  This dynamic plays out across the city, as prospective field rental 
customers are forced to deal with inequitable field rental costs, procedures and personnel. 

Recommendation ADMN1:  Consolidate all field scheduling and rentals for both Metro Parks 
and Tacoma Public School facilities at Metro Parks.  This will alleviate the pressure on 
independent school administrations to administer the rental schedules for their school’s 
facilities, as well as ensure that the field rental process are uniform and affixed to market rates 
with surrounding jurisdictions.  In addition, customers will be able to contact one entity for 
citywide registration and administration, thus reducing confusion and need to establish special 
relationships at the facility level. 

Summary of Capital Improvement Recommendations 
 

Northeast Planning Quadrant 

Relevant Driving Forces: 

1. Programmed Use Outside Park Classification 
2. Expected Middle School C-level Team Formation 
3. Association Sport Participation Rate Growth  

In general, The NE Quadrant has an appropriate quantity of baseball and softball fields- no 
recommendations are proposed for these sports in this quadrant.  Soccer, on the other hand, is 
a different story.  All of the available field space at Meeker Middle School and NE Tacoma 
Elementary is nearly used to capacity at current programming levels, particularly in the fall 
months from August to November.  The Northeast Tacoma Soccer Association uses these two 
locations as their main facilities for both practices, games and tournaments.  Seeing as how 
both locations feature natural grass turf surfaces, they suffer in the late fall from overuse.  
Adding to this problem is the expected rise in need for field space by TPS's middle school soccer 
programming, which is expecting to add C level teams at the larger middle schools (Meeker MS 
is located in the quadrant).  These teams will need a place to practice and play in the most 
difficult weather months of the year, from November to January.   
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Currently, The Meeker Middle School site is essentially programmed like a sports complex- it 
sees heavy use during all seasons of the year.  Finally, NE Tacoma Elementary is classified as a 
Neighborhood Park in MPT's Park Classification System, which is defined as follows: "Generally 
small in size, Neighborhood Parks are intended to provide daily convenient access to basic 
recreation opportunities for nearby residents and are designed primarily for spontaneous, non-
organized recreation activities. Neighborhood parks should be designed to enhance 
neighborhood identity, preserve neighborhood open space and encourage users by foot or 
bicycle. Due to the small size of these parks and lack of permanent amenities such as 
restrooms, visitors usually limit their stay to 1 hour or less. Generally speaking, programmed 
activities or Permitted events are not allowed to take place in neighborhood parks".  Driven by 
current and expected usage patterns and the lack of opportunity to expand this park's 
classification and amenities to the Community Park level, the organized usage currently 
programmed at this location should be moved to a more suitable location.   

The Northeast Planning Area is comprised 54% recreational and 46% competitive fields, despite 
there not being a high school within it. This planning area also has the smallest population of all 
the planning areas, comprising 10% of the total population of Tacoma. The Northeast 
population is expected to diminish slightly over the next fifteen years. One factor to consider is 
that the majority of students from this planning area do attend high school within the 
Northwest quadrant, so some of those high school sports participation numbers include 
students from this planning area.  

Recommendation NE1:  Install synthetic turf surface at the Meeker Athletic Field.  At the time 
of this report, Tacoma Public Schools has identified capital to install a synthetic track at this 
location.  This project should be expanded to include synthetic turf as well.   

Recommendation NE2: Investigate installation of lights at Meeker Athletic Field.   

Installation of both recommendations #1 & #2 would add an additional 1,450 hours of 
programmability, to this quadrant, and greatly relieve the pressure currently placed on the 
other natural grass fields, as well as play in NE Tacoma. 

(See Figure F on the next page for graphical demonstration of recommendations 1 & 2) 
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Figure F – 

Meeker Middle School Athletic Field Improvements (w/redistributed use) 
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Southeast Quadrant: 

Relevant Driving Forces: 

1. Expected Middle School C-level Team Formation 
2. Association Sport Participation Rate Growth 
3. Elementary School Sports Program Growth 
4. Population Demographics  

TPS's growing Middle School sports model that is planned to add C level teams to all sports 
shows a major impact to facility usage across the city.  In no quadrant is these effects more 
poignant than the SE Quadrant.  Stewart MS, which is now located at Hunt, a site with multiple 
fields, is programmed to capacity with sports projected to be that of Stewart. Although the 
school is being rebuilt with a new facility at the time of this report, is limited to a single field, 
which is not regulation size for the age and skill level of soccer or football, which will also not 
accommodate any growth. Additionally, this site will not have a softball or baseball field.  

Baker MS has excellent artificial turf facilities, but like Stewart MS is limited by space 
constraints and cannot build an additional field. Added to this are issues with Stewart and Baker 
have severe impacts on their surrounding neighborhoods, as parking and associated facilities 
are not present at the level needed to support their current (much less expected) levels of use.   

First Creek Middle School is the model Tacoma MS complex layout, having three separate field 
spaces and is expected to have sufficient amenities to handle its student population needs for 
all outdoor sports.  That being said, the private association usage of the First Creek Athletic 
Field for soccer, football and lacrosse show that the field is at maximum utilization during the 
fall months.  

Guiadrone Middle School’s athletic facilities are essentially in an unimproved status, with a 
natural turf athletic field and a single baseball field. With the projected C team growth, this 
school site will also be unable to accommodate the needs of its students. Tacoma Public 
Schools has identified money in the bond to install turf on the main field, which is circled by a 
track. This does not alleviate the baseball and softball field issue at this particular school.  

Sixty seven percent of the fields within the Southeast are Tier 2, with only thirty percent of the 
fields being competition ready, or Tier 1. One interesting factor is that the Southeast has the 
highest percentage of what has been defined as open space fields, or Tier 3.  

The most telling factors regarding demographics within the Southeast have to do with the 
overall population growth, high number of elementary schools that are at or over capacity, high 
free and reduced lunch rate and high percentage of participation in field sports. Despite this, 
the planning area has the fewest number of competition fields of any of the planning areas. 
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This planning area has the highest per capita percentage of field sports participation of all the 
high schools and ranks last in middle school field sport participation. This further demonstrates 
issues with access.  

Recommendation SE1: Install lights on the First Creek Athletic Field to extend playable hours. 

Figure G -  

 First Creek Athletic Field with lighting added to extend playable hours 
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Recommendation SE2:  Install synthetic turf & lights at the Guiadrone Middle School main field. 

 

Figure H - 

Guiadrone MS Athletic Field, upgraded with synthetic turf and lighting. 
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Recommendation SE3: Install a softball field athletic field at Stewart Heights Park.   

 

Figure I - 

 New 70’ softball field at Stewart Heights Park. 
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Southwest Quadrant: 

TPS Middle and High Schools C Team growth, competitive baseball, rentals and adult softball 
continue to expand use at the SERA Complex, specifically for the softball fields, red and green. 
In addition, the Mt. Tahoma JV baseball/grass fields, Gray MS, and SERA multi-purpose show 
significant capacity issues heading into 2017.  

High School Sports will be seeing significant growth on the Mt. Tahoma JV fields in high school 
boys’ and girls’ soccer and association football in the mid-term, with growth in girls’ softball 
projected for the long term. All of the HS growth patterns are due to the additions of the C 
teams, which are projected to see an overall increase as the middle school sports programs are 
continued to be developed and elementary sports provides a natural feeder into the middle 
school programs.  

SERA fields red and green are expected to reach capacity, with adult sports rentals in particular. 
This is because of alternative providers both expanding their program offerings and leaving 
sites where they were previously located in preference of the way MPT both provides 
consistency with regard to schedules and field maintenance. The outfields have also been used 
for soccer in elementary sports and NFL flag football. The increased usage in fall 2016 has 
caused tremendous wear and tear on the natural grass surfaces.  

SERA Multipurpose has been a desired amenity, with artificial turf and lights since it opened in 
March of 2016. This field has been operating at capacity or very near since August of 2016. It is 
projected to increase in usage with private schools and association football.  

Demographics play a factor when looking at this planning area. Middle School field sports 
participation is the highest per capita of any of the other planning areas, while high school field 
sports participation ranks last. Of the five elementary schools in the SW Quadrant (which will 
feed into middle schools) three of them are over at right at maximum enrollment capacity, 
while two are in the 85% and above range. Again, with the increased demands being placed on 
SERA from rentals, the middle school sports is likely to cause issue, in particular when it comes 
to baseball and softball.  

Recommendation SW1: Many of these issues can be addressed through introducing a turf 
infield & outfield for the SERA Orange and Purple fields. This will allow the placement of at least 
one full size football/soccer field and take advantage of the existing light network. In the event 
that over scheduling occurs, overflow can be placed at the nearby Edison Elementary School 
(See Recommendation SW3).   
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Figure J - 

SERA’s Purple & Orange Fields, reconfigured with Synthetic turf to add a multipurpose field in their 
shared outfields will add capacity to immediately accept overflow from other fields in this quadrant. 
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Recommendation SW2: 
As discussed above, the 
Mount Tahoma HS JV 
field has capacity issues 
that could be solved by 
introducing a synthetic 
turf playing surface on 
the JV Grass Field.  Due 
to space constraints, 
this surface would most 
likely need to also need 
to encompass the JV 
baseball field as well.  
Although not deemed 
absolutely critical at the 
time of writing this 
report, lighting this new 
amenity would vastly 
improve field availability 
for early spring sports 
like association soccer 
and football. 

 

Figure K – Mount 
Tahoma’s JV Baseball and 
JV Grass Fields, Upgraded 

to Tier 1 Status with 
Synthetic Turf and 

Lighting 
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Recommendation SW 3:  Upgrade both baseball fields at Edison Elementary School.  In addition 
to being needed resources in this quadrant for an overflow scheduling location for baseball and 
softball from the SERA Complex, there is a need for additional location in this planning area for 
Elementary baseball programming. 

 

Figure L – 

Two newly upgraded baseball fields at Edison Elementary would alleviate many programming 
location problems for the Elementary School Sports baseball programs.  Edison already has upgraded 

fences and backstops, but the fields need additional attention to make them playable. 
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Northwest Quadrant  

Jane Clark and Baltimore Parks are all classified as Neighborhood Parks in MPT's Park 
Classification System.  Although Baltimore Park is over programmed due to its designation, 
much heavier usage and over programming exists at Jane Clark Park. Even if this park were to 
have a reclassification and upgraded amenities such as restrooms and parking facilities, the 
current and expected usage patterns exceed what the park can handle. Because of the conflict 
with the classification system and the type of utilization, the activities at both of these locations 
should be moved to a more suitable locale.   

The premiere facilities in the NW quadrant include those with artificial turf and/or lights, both 
of which share a common benefit- these types of amenities extend the playable hours of a field 
into desirable timeframes for customers.  Specifically in the NW quadrant, nearly all of the Tier 
1 & 2 fields show that they will exceed their capacity in the mid-term.  For example, Jason Lee 
MS Athletic Field, Wilson HS Fields 1 and 2, and Truman MS Athletic Field all are synthetic turf 
fields and are very popular rental locations for association sports.  The overflow of demand on 
these facilities in this quadrant prescribe the need to provide comparable facilities elsewhere 
that have these playing surfaces.   

In other locations in this quadrant, the natural grass fields that currently support football, 
soccer and lacrosse will not be able to handle the expected growth in these sports.   Locations 
like Stanley Playfield, Vassault Park and Truman MS Grass Playfield will suffer from over 
utilization in the mid-term.  Lastly, similar to the SE and SW Quadrants, there is a shortage of 
Tier 2 baseball/softball fields in the NW Planning Quadrant, especially in the Mid/Long 
timeframes. 

Not only is the Northwest the most populous of the planning areas, its anticipated growth 
projections within the next fifteen years rank it at the highest comparatively. Currently this 
planning area has the second largest population per capita when comparing middle and high 
school students who participate in outdoor sports versus those who do not. Again, Middle 
School and High School sports, in order to be competitive, should not only be playing but 
practicing on competitive fields. Because of increases in the adult population, there may be 
more demand for complexes that allow for passive participation, such as watching sporting 
events or tournaments.  

Recommendation NW1: Redevelop the Heidelberg Sports Complex.  As discussed in 
Heidelberg’s existing master plan and the promotional materials used in the lead up to the 
successful passage of MPT’s 2014 Capital Bond, the redevelopment of Heidelberg offers the 
District an opportunity develop a Regional Sports Village concept that will more efficiently use 
the property to serve multiple sports programs more consistently throughout the year.  
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Heidelberg’s unique location is adjacent to Cheney Stadium (home of the Tacoma Rainiers- 
Triple A Affiliate of the Seattle Mariners), Foss High School, a major business center and arterial 
(south 19th Street) and easy access to Highway 16.  The sports village concept can and should 
include retail and rental opportunities, which would help the District offset the increases in 
costs from improvements identified elsewhere in this study.    

As an example, at the time of writing of this report, the Tacoma Rainiers organization has 
signed a non-compete agreement with the Seattle Sounders organization to relocate their 
soccer club’s affiliate (S2) to Tacoma.  The creation of a stadium specific to their needs on the 
Heidelberg site would create a synergistic location and hub for professional sports in Tacoma.  
Although this potential use is only an example of an opportunity, the logical accommodation of 
new infrastructure and field layouts would require that the current and expected use on 
Heidelberg Fields 2-5 would need to be moved elsewhere.  

 

 

Field #1 

#2 

#3 
#4 

#5 

Figure M -   

The Heidelberg Athletic Complex, in its current configuration, contains five (5) baseball/softball fields. 
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Recommendation NW1.a: Install a new 
softball field on the Foss High School 
campus.  Currently, the Foss HS softball 
programs use Heidelberg Fields 4 & 5.  
With the redevelopment of the 
Heidelberg site, it is imperative to 
replace these field with another in the 
immediate vicinity.  A plausible 
location for this field is on the Foss 
campus itself, immediately east of the 
existing baseball field.  The image on 
the right shows this location.   

Recommendation NW1.c:  Upgrade 
both baseball fields and build 2 new 
softball fields at Stanley Playfield to 
accommodate the current and 
expected programming on Heidelberg 
Fields 2, 3 & 5.  Currently, these fields 
are used for MPT T-ball, coach-pitch 
baseball and softball programming.  
With the proposition to redevelop the 
Heidelberg site, the current and 
expected use on Fields 2, 3 & 5 can 
easily be replaced by introducing 
three equitable playing locations in the 
nearby vicinity- Stanley Playfield is a 
logical choice.   

Recommendation NW1.d: Upgrade 
Heidelberg Field #1 to a higher quality 
Tier 1 Facility with Synthetic Turf in 
order to achieve a better utilization of 
the site.   As is shown in this study’s 
technical appendix, many of the Tier 1 
fields within the NW Quadrant are 

Figure N – Recommendation 1.a.  Build a new 70’ baseline 
softball field on the Foss High School Campus 

Heidelber
g Field #4 

New Foss HS 
Softball Field 

Figure O – Recommendation 1.b: 
Upgrade the fields at Stanley 

Playfield. 
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either currently or will exceed their capacity in the mid-term.  The introduction of a synthetic 
field in the outfield of Heidelberg’s Field #1 will greatly enhance this particular facility’s ability 
to allow additional use to leverage the existing lighting network currently on site.  As shown on 
the series of graphs below, a synthetic playing surface on this field will enable TPS and MPT to 
relocate the excess use that is currently occurring (or is projected) at Jason Lee MS, Truman MS, 
Vassault Park, Jane Clark Park and the Wilson HS turf fields. 

 

Figure P – Current programmed use at Heidelberg Field #1. 

 

Figure Q – Heidelberg Field #1 with a synthetic turf playing surface will allow additional programmed 
use. 
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Figure R – Additional Use in the Mid-Term added from other facilities due to over-utilization.  

 

Figure S – Long-Term Projected Use shows need of another Tier 1 Facility in the NW Quadrant, 
particularly in the spring. 

As described in Figure XX, the NW quadrant will need an additional Tier 1 facility in the long 
term, above and beyond Heidelberg #1.  If the aforementioned Sounders 2 facility is built 
elsewhere on the site, TPS and MPT should ensure public access to the site during times of 
nonuse by the principal tenant.  This access would greatly reduce programming pressure in 
both the middle and long term. 
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Recommendation NW2:  Upgrade the baseball field at the TSD Professional Development 
Center to Tier 2 Status.   
 

 

Demand and Opportunity for a Regional Sports Venue 
 

The Tacoma South Sound Sports Commission (TSSSC) is a Destination Marketing Organization 
(DMO). At its core, TSSSC’s task is to fill Tacoma and Pierce County with sports events that drive 
tourism. When done right, these events fill hotels which creates a positive economic impact on 
the city, county and region.  In order to accomplish this task, the Tacoma region need sports 
venues – but not just any venue – it has to be the right venue with the correct level of 
amenities to attract regional promoters and event organizers. 

A “Community Facing Event or Venue” is what Metro Parks Tacoma and the Tacoma School 
District specialize in. These agencies’ core missions are to serve the local community first. As 
such, the parks, venues and events are, in most cases, designed to serve a short radius – a 
neighborhood or zone within the city.  

Figure T – 

An upgraded baseball field at the TSD Development Center would provide a 70’ baseline field in a 
quadrant that is in dire need of a facility to host middle aged baseball and softball programs. 
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A “Destination Facing Event or Venue” is one that points to the potential of a wider audience 
that could be state, regional or even national. When done properly, a Destination Venue should 
serve both the community and the region. With care, consideration and intent, Destination and 
Community Venues do not have to be mutually exclusive.  

While MPT and TSD are adept and experienced at building, maintain and operating Community 
Facing Venues, Tacoma and Western Washington face some core challenges when looking at 
how to develop Destination Facing Venues. Probably the first and foremost of these challenges 
is access to the right kind of land. West coast land that is bound by mountains and shorelines is 
geographically difficult to work with and comes as a premium when competing in the real 
estate market- especially in a growing region.  

Tacoma also faces challenges of scale: population density, supply and demand. It is also worth 
noting that “National” level events are inherently difficult to attract to the “upper left” (or 
Northwest) part of the country, compounded by both travel logistics (strain on families from 
south east) and by weather.  

MPT has shown an interest in looking at how “Destination Facing” venues can be part of a 
strategy for service delivery in Tacoma.  

The Tacoma South Sound Sports Commission: Tacoma’s Regional Perspective 

As part of this study, MPT asked the TSSSC to look at the possibility and regional marketability 
of a Destination Facing Venue in Tacoma.  As part of their results, the TSSC offered this 
conclusion- “What we can tell you is this: we believe there are gaps in the market that we could 
fill.” 

Using youth soccer as the example for their analysis, TSSSC provided the following facts:  
• In the United States there are approximately 3 million registered members of US Youth 

Soccer. They are divided into 4 general regions and are made up of 55 state level 
associations and some 6,000+ clubs. 

• Washington State carries about 110,000 of those members, plus another 25,000 
unregistered members. The Washington State Youth Soccer Association (the governing 
body of all youth soccer in the state) believes that the current state potential could be 
around 170,000 – 180,000. 

• Pierce County currently holds about 13,000 of the state’s membership.   
• At the National level, it is reported that Washington State sits 5th on a per capita basis.  

 

At the highest level of play in our region, the Region IV Championship (Far West – Western US 
Championship) hosts approximately 6,000+ players for a week long programmed tournament. 
In the PNW, that event has taken place at the Simplex Sports Complex in Boise, ID, at Sixty 
Acres in Redmond, WA and at the Skagit River Park in Snohomish, WA. There are no venues in 
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Oregon capable of hosting this event. Beyond that, the next closest stop is in Southern 
California. Salt Lake City, Denver and Dallas are the next major hubs.  

Recommendation REG1:  Initiate a feasibility study to evaluate a regional complex at the 
Tacoma Landfill.  The TSSSC recommends that the City of Tacoma, Metro Parks Tacoma, 
Tacoma School District and the Tacoma South Sound Sports Commission work together to 
identify strategic partners and launch a feasibility study for the possibility of creating a hyper-
focused, destination grade sports venue. It’s not a study that any of the entities are effectively 
poised to produce. Rather, the collective group should seek a third party, non-biased consultant 
group to help evaluate the market and the feasibility of such a project at the old landfill site.  

As an example, a 6-8 field soccer/baseball 
sports complex at the Tacoma Landfill and 
Transfer Station (Figure V) or on the TSD 
property behind the Mount Tahoma High 
School (Figure U) would provide a large 
enough facility to attract regional events and customers while still providing a venue that could 
accept local field overflow and demand.  The NE corner of the landfill (immediately south of 
Home Depot) is nearly build-ready for this use.  The City of Tacoma buried many of the 
methane collection pipes in this landfill cell (approx. 17 acres) in anticipation for this type of 
use, and has verbally condoned that this type of use would be a welcome adaptive reuse of 
otherwise unusable public property.  Given that these fields would be built on an active landfill, 

Figure U – Approximately 30 acres of vacant 
land behind Mount Tahoma HS. 

Figure V – Approximately 20 acres of vacant land 
located in the NE section of the Tacoma Landfill. 
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modifications would be needed periodically to re-level and smooth out the playing surfaces due 
to the settling of the underlying garbage.  

Regardless of location, artificial turf  and lights  are also a viable option, if only on a few of the 
fields, which would greatly assist in relieving demand that is either currently or expected to 
occur on fields throughout the entire city system that lack amenities that are commensurate 
with their use. This complex would need to garner regional appeal- tournament play and field 
rentals from associations would represent revenue generating opportunities.  The site is 
located directly off of an exit ramp from Highway 16, which adds to its appeal.  This complex 
would immediately solve the various over-programming issues at many of Tacoma's 
neighborhood parks, in particular for soccer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(END) 



NORTHEAST TACOMA 

PLANNING UNIT



BROWNS POINT PARK PLAYFIELD - BASEBALL FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a non-lit field with a dirt infield and 
grass outfield. It is a community park, 
which can accommodate baseline 
distances 70 and under. There is a 20 site 
parking area, with the rest being very 
limited street parking. On game days, the 
site sees around 50-60 people. There are 
no planned planned improvements 
currently identified for this site. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers x



Brown's Point Park - Baseball Field



Site Description and Key Findings

These are both non-lit fields with artificial turf infields and grass outfields. This field can handle any 
distances from 70 on down, which includes t-ball and coach pitch. No restroom facilities are available- 
this has resulted in having portable restrooms to be rented and placed on site. Associations bring in 
portable lights in the fall months for soccer usage in the outfield only. There is fair on street parking, 
which is also being considered as part of the upgrades. On game days, the site sees 150-200 people 
during the week and on weekends there are around 400 per field (800 total). Mid and long term growth 
show this site at capacity for the baseball season, primarily because the fields are not lit. 

Competitive Facility
Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power
Scoreboard
Press Box
Locker Rooms
Bathroom
General Parking X
Concessions
Synthetic Turf X
Natural Grass Turf X
Lined Field X
Lighting
Bleachers

BROWNS POINT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - BASEBALL FIELDS 1 & 2
(including outfields)



Brown's Point Elementary - Baseball Fields 1 & 2 (incl. outfields)



Site Description and Key Findings

This is a full size competition field, which is presently configured to two 3/4 size fields. Currently the 
parking is adequate, but once the construction is underway for the school, the parking will be 
eliminated. There is fair on street parking, which is also being considered as part of the upgrades. The 
field surface is natural grass, and can suffer inadequate drainage during wet periods.  Due to the 
playing surface, this field is used mostly for games and is not adequate for consistent practices. On 
game days, this site sees around 100 people per day. 

Competitive Facility
Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power
Scoreboard
Press Box
Locker Rooms
Bathroom
General Parking X
Concessions
Synthetic Turf
Natural Grass Turf X
Lined Field X
Lighting
Bleachers

BROWNS POINT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - GRASS FIELD 2



Brown's Point Elementary - Grass Field 2



MEEKER MIDDLE SCHOOL - ATHLETIC & GRASS FIELDS

Site Description and Key Findings

These fields are a combination of a grass field 
surrounded by a track and a large playfield. These 
facilities are shared between Meeker Middle School 
and Crescent Heights Elementary School. The main 
field is scheduled to get a new synthetic track but 
field improvements are not currently budgeted. The 
Meeker Middle School site is the home field complex 
for the Norpoint Soccer Association; this includes 
practices and games. There are large tournaments 
that come through on this site during the summer. 
On soccer weekends in the fall, this site can see 
upwards of 800 to 1000 people come through. 

These fields have poor drainage due to its proximity 
to the slopes leading up to the schools. It also has 
ADA issues. Portable restrooms are used, as there 
is no access to permanent facilities. Parking is fairly 
good at both the Meeker Middle School and 
Crescent Heights Elementary parking lots.

As shown on the charts below, the TPS Middle 
School sports expansion will include C team in the 
mid and long term at Meeker, which will result in a 
field space shortage.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Meeker Middle School- Athletic Field



Site Description and Key Findings

This baseball field has a dirt infield and 
grass outfield with good fencing and 
seating. It accommodates baseline 
distances between 60 and 90 feet. The 
field has a dirt mound and is one of the 
main fields for Soundview Little League 
and Meeker Middle School for both 
practices and games. The baseball 
association brings in portable batting 
cages, and other amenities on occasion. 

On baseball game days, this facility can 
easily have 200-250 people on the site at 
any given time. The site is difficult to get to 
because it is so far back on the property 
and so far away from parking. This site has 
reasonable drainage, mainly because the 
field is activated during the drier months of 
the year. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers x

MEEKER MIDDLE SCHOOL - BASEBALL FIELD



Meeker Middle School - Baseball Field



MEEKER MIDDLE SCHOOL - SOFTBALL / LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This softball/little league baseball field has 
a dirt infield and grass outfield with good 
fencing and seating. It accommodates 
baseline distances between 40 and 60 feet. 
The field is one of the main fields for 
Soundview Little League and Meeker 
Middle School for both practices and 
games. The baseball association brings in 
portable batting cages, and other amenities 
on occasion.

On baseball game days, the facility can 
easily see 200-250 people on site at any 
given time. This field has reasonable 
drainage, mainly because the field is 
activated during the drier months of the 
year.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers x



Meeker Middle School - Softball / Little League Baseball Field



NE TACOMA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - BASEBALL FIELD 1 & PLAYFIELD 

Site Description and Key Findings

NE Tacoma Elementary Park is classified as a 
Neighborhood Park. The main baseball field has a 
dirt infield, grass outfield, with a dirt mound. It 
accommodates baseline distances between 60 and 
90 feet. The only user of this field is Soundview Little 
League, and is used for games and practices. 

Parking is good via the adjacent school parking lot. 
Portable restrooms are brought in by the 
association, as well as a storage container. On 
game days, the site sees around 100 people. 

The outfield is also shared by a large programmed 
playfield, which is used mainly by the Norpoint 
Soccer Association. On soccer game days in the fall, 
the site sees about 250-300 people coming through 
the site, which taxes the parking lot capacity and 
causes overflow into the neighborhood. 

This type of usage is outside of MPT's Park 
Classification guidelines.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers x



NE Tacoma Elementary Park - Baseball Field 1 and Playfield 1



NE TACOMA ELEMENTARY - BASEBALL FIELDS 2 & 3 AND PLAYFIELD 2

Site Description and Key Findings

NE Tacoma Elementary Park is classified as a 
Neighborhood Park. The secondary baseball fields 
have a grass infield, grass outfield, with no dirt 
mounds. The only user of these fields is Soundview 
Little League, and is used for games and practices.

Parking is good via the adjacent school
parking lot. Portable restrooms are brought
in by the association, as well as a storage 
container. On baseball game days, the site sees 
around 100 people. 

The shared outfield is also a large programmed 
playfield, which is used mainly by the Norpoint 
Soccer Association. On soccer game days in the fall, 
the site sees about 250-300 people coming through 
the site, which taxes the parking lot capacity and 
causes overflow into the neighborhood. 

This type of usage is outside of MPT's Park 
Classification guidelines.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers x



NE Tacoma Elementary Park - Baseball Fields 2 & 3 and Playfield 2





SOUTHEAST TACOMA 

PLANNING UNIT



BAKER MIDDLE SCHOOL - ATHLETIC FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Located in the extreme southeast quadrant, the 
facility was completed in 2011. It was the result of a 
land swap with Metro Parks Tacoma for the old Mt. 
Tahoma site, where STAR Center is currently 
situated. Parking is an issue for this site. There are 
two smaller lots for the school, that are located on 
the opposite side of the campus, which forces the 
use of on street parking, on three sides of the 
property. The primary users are Baker Middle School 
soccer and South Tacoma United Soccer. It is also 
used by youth and professional football. Lacking a 
restroom is an issue with this site, which forces the 
users to bring in their own portable toilets. During 
football season (6-8 weekends per year), the site 
sees between 500-1,000 people on game days; 
during the rest of the year, the site sees between 
200-300 people per weekend. Because there are no
bleachers, the turf and track are negatively impacted
by chairs. As an unsecured turf field, the site also
currently sees quite a bit of unscheduled, drop in
activity by the community. Mid and Long Term
growth shows an increase in soccer for both
association and Middle School level play. There are
no planned improvements currently identified for this
site.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf x
Press Box Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



Current Field Utilization (2015) 
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Baker Middle School - Athletic Field



BAKER MIDDLE SCHOOL - BASEBALL / SOFTBALL FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Located in the extreme southeast quadrant, 
the facility was completed in 2011. It was 
the result of a land swap with Metro Parks 
Tacoma for the old Mt. Tahoma site, where 
STAR Center is currently situated. Parking 
is an issue for this site. There are two 
smaller lots for the school that are located 
on the opposite side of the campus. This 
forces the use of street parking, which is a 
major hindrance to the neighborhood. The 
primary users are Baker Middle School and 
Metro Parks baseball. Baseball season 
brings in between 45-50 people per game. 
This is a gated facility that has a dirt infield 
and grass outfield. Mid and Long Term 
growth shows a slight increase in usage 
from both MPT and TPS. There are periodic 
drainage issues with this field, which does 
cause periodic closures. No planned 
improvements currently have been 
identified for this site. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers

x



Baker Middle School - Baseball/Softball Field



BIRNEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - MAIN FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a fairly good size open field, which is 
primarily used by South Tacoma United 
Soccer and Elementary School Sports 
practices are also held here. It is a largely 
undeveloped athletic facility, with another 
field adjacent to the south. This adjacent 
field is maintained by TPS, but plans for 
improvements in this space is undecided. 
Parking is not convenient to the site, forcing 
the use of on street parking. There is a plan 
for this site already being developed, but 
not yet finalized; the site's improvements 
are scheduled to be completed by August 
2019.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



Birney Elementary - Main Field



BLIX ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a fairly good size open field, which is 
primarily used by South Tacoma United 
Soccer and Elementary School Sports 
practices are also held here. The parking lot 
has limited access, which forces the use of 
on street parking. This field has drainage 
issues from November-February, which 
renders the field unusable during the winter 
months. The school was rebuilt in 2002, and 
there are no planned improvements for this 
site. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Blix Elementary



BOZE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This school is slated to be completely 
rebuilt by the fall of 2020 on this large piece 
of TPS property in SE Tacoma. The design 
phase is just beginning as of the writing of 
this study. The athletic facilities will be most 
likely located on the footprint where the 
school currently exists (N end of site). This 
is a fairly good size open field, which is 
primarily used by Elementary School 
Sports practices. This field has drainage 
issues from November-February.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Boze Elementary



FAWCETT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This field is located immediately adjacent to 
the southwest corner of Stewart Heights 
Park. The primary users are South Tacoma 
United Soccer and Elementary School 
Sports for practices. Parking is limited to 
street side only, and the main field is too 
small (in width) to host games of any sort.  
Currently there are no plans for upgrades. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



Fawcett Elementary School



FERN HILL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Fern Hill is located southeast of Baker 
Middle School. It is a large open space 
grass field, which is the only field in the TPS 
inventory that is kept locked to prevent 
vandalism. Because of this, the field sees 
very limited use and has been identified only 
for the Elementary School Sports 
programming. No improvements are 
planned at this time.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



Fern Hill Elementary

FIELD NOT PROGRAMMED



FIRST CREEK MIDDLE SCHOOL - ATHLETIC FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This field is on the location of the field for 
the old Mcilvaigh Middle School and was 
built when First Creek Middle School was 
constructed in 2009. First Creek Middle 
School combined students from Gault and 
Mcilvaigh. It is a synthetic turf field and 
associated track with no lights. There are 
between 50-60 parking spots adjacent to 
the field, and the main parking lot at the 
school site is closed, due to safety reasons. 
More parking will be available when the 
new Eastside Community Center opens in 
2018. During game times, the site sees 
approximately 500-1,000 people for football 
and soccer; there are no bleachers, so 
chairs are set up, causing wear and tear on 
the turf and track.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf x
Press Box Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



First Creek Middle School - Athletic Field



FIRST CREEK MIDDLE SCHOOL - BASEBALL FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This field is a sand infield and grass 
outfield. It is used by TPS Middle School 
baseball for practices and games; the NPA 
baseball association uses it for practices. 
During the school week, the main parking 
lot is open during the school days. Identified 
in the master plan for the site, synthetic turf 
was recommended for this field.  

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers x



First Creek Middle School - Baseball Field



FIRST CREEK MIDDLE SCHOOL - SOFTBALL & GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This field is a softball field with a large grass 
outfield that is large enough for a middle 
school soccer field. These fields are 
currently used by middle school boys and  
girls soccer, as well as softball for both MPT 
and TPS. Due to the nature of the grass 
playing surface, maximum programmable 
hours are limited in the winter months. Due 
to the expected growth of the middle school 
sports programming, the middle term 
projections for expansion of participants to 
include a varsity, junior varsity and C teams, 
which is expected to push this field over 
capacity. This expansion will result in a 
deficiency of space in the mid term (on the 
existing type of playing surface and time 
year) for this location.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers x



First Creek Middle School- Softball & Grass Field



GIAUDRONE MIDDLE SCHOOL - ATHLETIC FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a grass field with a cinder track, 
which is only approved for TPS usage. The 
natural grass field has drainage issues that 
preclude use during the wet months of the 
year. The irrigation system is in need of 
repair, as much of the field regularly browns 
out in mid/late summer due to insufficient 
water. Currently, parking is limited with 
most people choosing to park in the 
school's bus loading zone. The school 
parking lot is approximately 400 feet and 
there is no walk through to the field. The 
TPS Middle School sports expansion will 
include C team in the mid and long term, 
which will result in a shortage of field 
space. This field has been approved by 
voters for an artificial track without funding 
for adding artificial turf to the field itself. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Giaudrone Middle School - Athletic and Baseball Fields



LARCHMONT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - FIELDS 1 AND 2

Site Description and Key Findings

Larchmont Elementary School has two 
relatively good sized natural grass fields - 
one of which has a walking track. Both 
fields are used by Elementary Sports for 
practices only. No major problems with 
drainage; there is a main parking lot on site 
which can accommodate 40-50 cars. The 
rest of the parking is on street. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Larchmont Elementary School - Fields 1 & 2

FIELDS NOT PROGRAMMED



LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL - CINDER BASEBALL FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a cinder infield and outfield for 
baseball, softball and track practices. 
Lincoln High School games are held at 
MPT sites. This is scheduled to be 
renovated in conjunction with the Lincoln 
District revitalization through the City of 
Tacoma. According to TPS resources, this 
project is currently on hold until 
coordination between the City of Tacoma, 
MPT and TPS can be worked through and 
additional funding is found. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Lincoln High School - Cinder Baseball Field 



LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL - LINCOLN BOWL STADIUM

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a fully lit, turf field with a track, 
where the playing surface was refurbished 
in the summer of 2016. Restrooms are very 
old, as they were last renovated in the 
1950s. Parking is problematic, with it being 
located all the way around the main school 
building. As is the case with all of the HS 
football stadiums, MS football will begin 
playing football games once per week, 
rotating throughout each stadium.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power x Concessions x
Scoreboard x Synthetic Turf x
Press Box x Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms x Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



Lincoln High School - Lincoln Bowl Stadium



LISTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - BASEBALL  & PLAYFIELDS

Site Description and Key Findings

Lister Elementary features three fields.  
The baseball field has a grass infield and 
outfield, with a backstop which 
accommodates baseline distances of 60 
feet and under. The outfield and adjacent 
natural grass playfield is primarily used for 
elementary school practices. The fields 
have decent drainage and a dedicated 
parking lot. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Lister Elementary School- Baseball and Playfields

FIELDS NOT PROGRAMMED



MANN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This field was redone and completed in 
summer 2013. It is only used for 
Elementary Sports practices. Parking is 
relegated to on-street parking. There are no 
restrooms. Irrigation and drainage is 
decent. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Mann Elementary School - Grass Field

FIELD NOT PROGRAMMED



McKINLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a small grass field that is so 
unusable, the Elementary Sports programs 
were taken off site to McCarver Elementary 
School. This school is a "swing school", 
which is in use when other elementary 
schools are being renovated. In 2016-17, 
Arlington Elementary was on that site and 
in 2017-18 it will be Mary Lyon. The field is 
not maintained nor programmed at any 
level.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



McKinley Elementary School - Grass Field

FIELD NOT PROGRAMMED



PORTLAND AVENUE PARK - FIELDS 1 & 2

Site Description and Key Findings

Portland Avenue Park is classified as a 
Community Park within the Metro Parks 
inventory.

This park contains two large grass fields. 
The main field adjacent to Portland Avenue 
received a drainage upgrade in 2014, which 
significantly improved playability and turf 
conditions during the winter months.  

That being said, the site is significantly 
under-programmed, as shown on the charts 
below. It is primarily used by association 
rugby and association soccer. 

Parking is decent, although the lot near the 
community center can easily overflow. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom x Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Portland Avenue Park - Fields 1 & 2



REED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a natural grass field with a dirt 
walking track. Parking is adequate with the 
school and there is on-street parking 
available. This field is mainy used by the 
South Tacoma Soccer Association and for 
Elementary Sports practices. This field is 
irrigated and drainage is good. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Reed Elementary - Grass Field



ROOSEVELT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - CINDER FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a cinder field, which has never been 
used and is not maintained. Activities for 
Elementary Sports and other programming 
form the school site use Roosevelt Park, 
which is located south of this school. This 
field is not programmed at any level.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Roosevelt Elementary School - Cinder Field

FIELD NOT MAINTAINED OR PROGRAMMED



ROOSEVELT PARK - GRASS PLAYFIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a grass field with a perimeter walking 
track. As shown below, the park is 
occasionally used for association lacrosse 
practices and games. The park can 
accommodate multi-sport use, including 
Elementary School Sports (flag, baseball, 
soccer). It is walking distance to Roosevelt 
Elementary. Drainage is average, where the 
upper areas being fine and lower areas 
being boggy. The park has two disc golf 
baskets. Only on-street parking is available. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



Roosevely Park - Grass Field



SHERIDAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL- GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Sheridan Elementary School is a relatively 
new facility, and there are no planned 
improvements for this site. The field is a 
large grass playfield with a baseball 
backstop. The baseball field is actually 
large enough for baseball programming up 
to 60 foot baselines.  

The South Tacoma Soccer Association hold 
practices and occasional games at this 
location. As noted in the charts below, 
Elementary Sports programming is/will 
utilize this facility.

Drainage on the site is average, and 
irrigation is excellent. Parking is excellent, 
available immediately adjacent to the field.  

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Sheridan Elementary School - Grass Field



STAFFORD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL- BASEBALL & PLAYFIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Stafford Elementary School is a relatively 
new facility, and there are no planned 
improvements for this site.  There is a grass 
playfield with a baseball backstop.    The 
size of the baseball field is such that it can 
accommodate baselines from 46 to 60 feet.  

The standard elementary sports 
programming model has begun to utilize 
these fields.

Parking is excellent, located immediately 
adjacent to the field.  Drainage on the site is 
very poor, which greatly limits 
programmability, particularly in the fall/
winter months.  

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Stafford Elementary School - Baseball and Playfield



STEWART HEIGHTS PARK - BASEBALL FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Stewart Heights is classified as a 
Community Park.  The baseball field can 
accommodate baselines between 60 to 90 
feet, and it has a dirt infield and mound. 
Minimal bleachers are available, and 
bathrooms are available on site.  Parking is 
excellent, with the pool parking lot 
immediately adjacent to the baseball field.  
Drainage on the baseball field is excellent.  

The baseball field closes to programmed 
use during late fall through February.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers x



Stewart Heights Park - Baseball Field



STEWART HEIGHTS PARK - PLAYFIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Stewart Heights is classified as a 
Community Park.  

This is a large grass field and is heavily 
programmed for association soccer and 
association football in the fall months.  
Spring use is projected to have a major 
influx, as the elementary flag football game 
day jamborees will be held at this location.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Stewart Heights Park - Playfield



STEWART MIDDLE SCHOOL - ATHLETIC FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

At the time of this report, this middle school is 
under construction. Stewart Middle School's 
new field will only include a non-lit full size 
multi-purpose size field and synthetic track. No 
baseball or softball facilities will be provided 
due to space constraints, so that programming 
must be moved elsewhere.  

For the data shown below, the current field type 
is grass, while the mid and long term data uses 
a non-lit synthetic surface to calculate its 
availability. The graphs below only show the 
non TPS usage of this field - the projected use 
of the fields at this site can be seen under the 
Hunt Middle School section of this report, which 
is where that student population is currently 
housed as Stewart is being rebuilt. 

As with nearly all the middle schools across the 
city, a middle school C team expansion is going 
to be problematic when looking into the future 
for the Stewart MS student population, given 
the constraints on facility availability on site.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf x
Press Box Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Stewart Middle School - Athletic Field



WHITMAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

No scheduled improvements are planned 
for this school site. The natural grass field 
is fenced, but has no backstop. Drainage is 
average, but the turf is in poor shape. The 
Elementary School Sports Programs will 
use this location. Parking is limited to on-
street, no restrooms or other amenities are 
available.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



Whitman Elementary School - Grass Field

FIELD NOT PROGRAMMED





SOUTHWEST TACOMA 

PLANNING UNIT



ARLINGTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL- GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

At the time of this report, this school is 
being remodeled and has been under 
construction for the past year. The resulting 
field will be a much smaller natural grass 
play area and will be large enough to 
handle the Elementary Sports 
programming, but nothing more.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



-
Arlington Elementary School - Grass Field



EDISON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL- GRASS FIELDS 1 & 2

Site Description and Key Findings

Located in the SW quadrant, west of I-5. 
Upgrades were made to include proper 
drainage, fencing and irrigation. This is a 
large grass field with baseball backstop, and 
can accommodate multiple sports, including 
a full size soccer field. It is used mainly for 
Elementary School Sports programming. 
Currently, there are no upgrades scheduled 
for this site. There is potential to more 
heavily program this location to play games 
and host practices, but improvements to the 
field conditions would need to be made - 
turf, irrigation, etc. There is adequate 
parking on the premises to accommodate 
expanded programming.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachersx



Edison Elementary School

FIELDS NOT PROGRAMMED



GRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL - ATHLETIC FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a grass field with a track. Parking is 
excellent, immediately adjacent to the field. 
The field surface is natural grass, and 
drainage can be an issue during the wetter 
months of the year. Outside groups are not 
programmed there because of the surface. 
The TPS Middle School sports expansion 
will include C team in the mid and long 
term, which will result in a field space 
shortage. This field has not been identified 
for any upgrades. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Grey Middle School - Athletic Field



MANITOU PARK - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Manitou Park is a Neighborhood Park which 
is used by the adjacent Manitou Elementary 
School for its Elementary Sports practices. 
There are restrooms in the park and 
parking is available at the school and on-
street. Turf conditions and drainage are 
good. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom x Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Manitou Park - Manitou Grass Field

FIELD NOT PROGRAMMED 



MT. TAHOMA HIGH SCHOOL - MT. TAHOMA STADIUM

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a multi-sport stadium. As shown on 
the charts below, it is primarily used by Mt. 
Tahoma High School football and soccer, 
for both games and practices. Parking is 
excellent, located immediately adjacent to 
the field. As is the case with all of the HS 
football stadiums, MS football will begin 
playing football games once per week, 
rotating throughout each stadium.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power x Concessions x
Scoreboard x Synthetic Turf x
Press Box x Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms x Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



Mount Tahoma High School - Mt. Tahoma Stadium



MT. TAHOMA HIGH SCHOOL - VARSITY BASEBALL FIELD 

Site Description and Key Findings

Serving as the varsity baseball field, this 
field has a turf infield and grass outfield. It 
has a dirt mound and can accommodate 
baseline distances between 60 and 90 feet. 
Batting cages are on site. This field is used 
for games and practices, and is also the 
home field for Pierce College baseball. 
Parking is good. Restrooms are located on 
site. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power x Concessions
Scoreboard x Synthetic Turf x
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x

Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers x



Mount Tahoma High School - Varsity Baseball Field

Pierce College Rental - Used During School Hours



MT. TAHOMA HIGH SCHOOL - JV BASEBALL & JV GRASS FIELDS

Site Description and Key Findings

This portion of Mt. Tahoma site actually 
contains three separate facilities- JV baseball, 
softball and a large natural grass playfield. For 
consistency's sake, the JV Baseball and grass 
field are analyzed in this case.

The baseball field has grass infield and grass 
outfield. It has a dirt mound and can 
accommodate baseline distances of 60 feet and 
under. Batting cages are on site. This is used 
for games and practices for the school's JV 
team. 

The JV playfield is a large open space grass 
field. Once daylight becomes an issue, portable 
lights are brought in. As shown below, it is 
heavily programmed by both school teams and 
associations. It has decent drainage with little 
to no issues. Associations bring in portable 
toilets.

Parking is excellent. Restrooms are located on 
site.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers x



Mount Tahoma High School - JV Baseball and JV Playfield



MT. TAHOMA HIGH SCHOOL - JV SOFTBALL FIELD 

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a grass infield and grass outfield (JV 
Playfield). It has a dirt mound, and can 
accommodate baseline distances of 60 feet 
and under. Batting cages are on site. This is 
used for games and practices for the school 
team. Parking is good. Restrooms are 
located on site. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers x



Mount Tahoma High School - JV Softball Field



Site Description and Key Findings

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard x Synthetic Turf x
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers x

The Mt. Tahoma Varsity Softball Field is a 
turf infield and grass outfield. The field has a 
dirt mound, and can accommodate baseline 
distances 60 feet and under. Batting cages 
are on site. This is used for games and 
practices for the school team and for MPT 
competitive baseball. Parking is good. 
Restrooms are located on site. 

MT. TAHOMA HIGH SCHOOL - VARSITY SOFTBALL FIELD



Mount Tahoma High School - Varsity Softball Field



SERA SPORTS COMPLEX - RED BASEBALL FIELD (W/OUTFIELD)

Site Description and Key Findings

The SERA Sports Complex consists of 6 
baseball fields and their associated outfields, 
as well as one multipurpose synthetic turf field. 
All of the fields are fully lighted. On a typical 
game day, the SERA Complex can see 
upwards of 4,000 people. There are ADA 
accessibility issues at the overall facility. New 
bleachers will help with ADA and arrive in 2017. 

The Red Baseball/Softball field is a dirt infield 
and grass outfield, can accommodate baseline 
distances under 70 feet and has a portable 
mound. Parking can be an issue on game days, 
in particular with the advent of the Elementary 
Sports programming in the soccer/flag football 
seasons. Irrigation is excellent, while drainage 
is fair and can result in closures in the winter 
months.

As shown in the charts below, this field will 
exceed capacity in the mid term.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power x Concessions x
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



SERA Sports Complex - Red Baseball Field (w/ Outfield)



SERA SPORTS COMPLEX - GREEN BASEBALL FIELD (W/OUTFIELD)

Site Description and Key Findings

The SERA Sports Complex consists of 6 
baseball fields and their associated outfields, 
as well as one multipurpose synthetic turf field. 
All of the fields are fully lighted. On a typical 
game day, the SERA Complex can see 
upwards of 4,000 people. There are ADA 
accessibility issues at the overall facility. New 
bleachers will help with ADA and arrive in 2017. 

The Green Baseball/Softball field is a dirt infield 
and grass outfield, can accommodate baseline 
distances under 70 feet and has a portable 
mound. Parking can be an issue on game days, 
in particular with the advent of the Elementary 
Sports programming in the soccer/flag football 
seasons. Irrigation is excellent, while drainage 
is fair and can result in closures in the winter 
months.

As shown in the charts below, this field is 
expected to crest capacity in the mid term time 
frame.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power x Concessions x
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



SERA Sports Complex - Green Baseball Field w/  Outfield



SERA SPORTS COMPLEX - BASEBALL FIELD BLUE (W /OUTFIELD)

Site Description and Key Findings

The SERA Sports Complex consists of 6 
baseball fields and their associated 
outfields, as well as one multipurpose 
synthetic turf field. All of the fields are fully 
lighted. On a typical game day, the SERA 
Complex can  see upwards of 4,000 people. 
There are ADA accessibility issues at the 
overall facility. New bleachers will help with 
ADA and arrive in 2017. 

The Blue Baseball/Softball field is a dirt 
infield and grass outfield, which can 
accommodate baseline distances under 70 
feet, has a portable mound. Parking can be 
an issue on game days, in particular with 
the advent of the Elementary Sports 
programming in the soccer/flag football 
seasons. Irrigation is excellent, while 
drainage is fair and can result in closures in 
the winter months. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power x Concessions x
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



SERA Sports Complex - Blue Baseball Field w/Outfield



SERA SPORTS COMPLEX - GOLD BASEBALL FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

The SERA Sports Complex consists of 6 baseball 
fields and their associated outfields, as well as one 
multipurpose synthetic turf field. All of the fields are 
fully lighted. On a typical game day, the SERA 
Complex can see upwards of 4,000 people. There 
are ADA accessibility issues at the overall facility. 
New bleachers will help with ADA and arrive in 2017. 

The Gold Baseball/Softball field is a dirt infield and 
grass outfield; can accommodate baseline distances 
under 80 feet (this field just received new pegs to 
increase the distances) and has a portable mound. 
Parking can be an issue on game days, in particular 
with the advent of the Elementary Sports 
programming in the soccer/flag football seasons. 
Irrigation is excellent, while drainage is fair and can 
result in closures in the winter months.

Middle and Long term growth is the expanded to 
include C teams at the MS/HS level and an increase 
in rental opportunities. At the time of drafting this 
report, the outfield is not programmed.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power x Concessions x
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



SERA Baseball Complex - Gold Baseball Field



SERA SPORTS COMPLEX - ORANGE & PURPLE BASEBALL FIELDS

Site Description and Key Findings

The SERA Sports Complex consists of 6 baseball 
fields and their associated outfields, as well as one 
multipurpose synthetic turf field. All of the fields are 
fully lighted. On a typical game day, the SERA 
Complex can see upwards of 4,000 people. There 
are ADA accessibility issues at the overall facility. 
New bleachers will help with ADA and arrive in 2017. 

The Purple and Orange Baseball fields have dirt 
infields and grass outfields, can accommodate 
baseline distances from 60 to 90 feet and have a 
portable mound. These fields have newly installed 
LED lights. Parking can be an issue on game days, 
in particular with the advent of the Elementary 
Sports programming in the soccer/flag football 
seasons. Irrigation is excellent, while drainage is fair 
and can result in closures in the winter months.

These fields are used for the MPT's 13+ competitive 
baseball, Lincoln HS JV and Gray MS baseball 
programs. Both MPT competitive baseball and the 
TPS MS/HS are expected to grow with additions of 
C teams, which will take these fields to near capacity 
during peak baseball season. At the time of this 
report, the outfields are not programmed.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power x Concessions x
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



SERA Sports Complex - Orange & Purple Baseball Fields



SERA SPORTS COMPLEX - SERA MULTI-PURPOSE FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

The SERA Sports Complex consists of 6 
baseball fields and their associated outfields, as 
well as one multipurpose synthetic turf field. All 
of the fields are fully lighted. On a typical game 
day, the SERA Complex can see upwards of 
4,000 people. 

Constructed in 2015, this is a lighted synthetic 
turf field, that accommodates a full football field.  
The field is striped for football, lacrosse and 
soccer. Goalposts and soccer goals are 
available amenities, along with a full restroom. 
Two sets of bleachers are available on site, 
which greatly reduces the turf damage. Parking 
amenities are plentiful, but they are a long 
distance from the field itself.    

The lower utilization numbers in 2015 (current 
graph below) are due to the fact that the field 
was under construction and not available for 
programmed use. The field is under extremely 
high demand, as the field surface and lighting 
allow for expanded programming hours, 
particularly in the fall/winter months.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power x Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf x
Press Box Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



SERA Sports Complex - SERA Multipurpose Field



WAINWRIGHT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - ATHLETIC FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Under construction at the time of this report, 
this site will be opened in January 2017.  
The field improvements include an unlit 
synthetic turf playfield with no track. The 
Elementary School Sports programming will 
utilize the playfield, and the association 
soccer use data shown below will be from 
the Fircrest Soccer club. No restrooms are 
on site, and parking will be limited to street-
side with a fair distance from the field itself.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf x
Press Box Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



Wainright Elementary School - Athletic Field

SCHOOL UNDER CONSTRUCTION



WHITTIER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This facility is located adjacent to Whittier 
Park, which is owned and managed by the 
City of Fircrest. The school field is a natural 
grass field that received drainage 
improvements in 2013. The Elementary 
School Sports programs will use this 
location. Parking is available in the school 
lot that can accommodate approximately 40 
cars, no restrooms or other amenities are 
available.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Whittier Elementary School - Grass Field





NORTHWEST TACOMA 

PLANNING UNIT



BALTIMORE PARK - PLAYFIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Located in the northwest quadrant, the 
facility is a neighborhood park with a small 
grass space. This facility recently had soil 
remediation work done by the Department 
of Ecology and was closed to access in 
2015. At that time, new irrigation was 
installed and the field reseeded. Even 
though it is classified as a neighborhood 
park, it is rented for association soccer and 
a small number of MPT offerings. The small 
(20 spaces) parking lot is shared with the 
Point Defiance Senior Center. On game 
days, Nortac Soccer sees 4-5 games and 
about 250-300 people coming through the 
site. Mid and long term projections do not 
show much growth. 

This type of usage is outside of MPT's Park 
Classification guidelines. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



FIELD CLOSED FOR SOIL REMEDIATION

Baltimore Park - Playfield



BRYANT ELEMENTARY - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a very small and limited grass field, 
used only for Elementary Sports Program 
practices. This is one of the smallest fields 
within the TPS inventory. Parking is limited 
to on-street, and no other amenities are 
available. No improvements are planned.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



Bryant Elementary School

FIELD NOT PROGRAMMED



DELONG ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This field is a standard elementary school 
grass field, used primarily for the 
Elementary School Sports program 
practices. There is only street parking 
available. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



FIELD NOT PROGRAMMED

DeLong Elementary School



DOWNING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This field is a standard elementary school 
grass field, used primarily for the 
Elementary School Sports program and 
Nortac Soccer Association practices. It is 
shared field with the Gonyea Boys and Girls 
Club and can accommodate 3-4 mod-sized 
soccer fields. A combination of both rented 
lights (from Nortac Soccer Club) and lights 
from the Gonyea Boys and Girl Club allow 
for extended practice times in the winter 
months. There is a limited parking lot, with 
around 40 spaces between both the 
Gonyea Boys and Girls Club and the 
school. The rest of the parking is at the 
main Kandle Park lot or on the neighboring 
streets. No games are programmed on this 
site. Turf conditions are quite poor, as the 
surface is very bumpy and does not drain 
well.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Downing Elementary School / Gonyea Boys and Girls Club - Grass Field



FOSS HIGH SCHOOL - ATHLETIC FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Newly constructed in 2015, this facility is 
completely lighted artificial turf. There are 
no bathrooms, bleachers or concession 
amenities. Parking is excellent, located in 
the main Foss High School lots. Users 
include association football soccer and 
lacrosse, as well as HS soccer, football 
and lacrosse. No further capital 
improvements are currently planned. As is 
the case with all of the high school football 
stadiums in Tacoma, TPS middle school 
football will begin playing football games 
once per week, rotating throughout each 
stadium in the city.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power x Concessions
Scoreboard x Synthetic Turf x
Press Box Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms x Lined Field x
Bathroom Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



Foss High School - Athletic Field



FOSS HIGH SCHOOL - BASEBALL & JV FIELDS

Site Description and Key Findings

Newly constructed in 2015, this facility is 
completely lighted artificial turf infield and 
outfield, with a dirt mound and batting 
cages; it only accommodates 60/90 foot 
baselines. This field was designed for multi-
sport use. There are no permanent 
bathrooms. Parking is located 
approximately 1/4 mile from the field in the 
main Foss High School lots and is an issue 
(particularly in the summertime) when the 
Tacoma Rainier's are home and playing at 
Cheney Stadium. Users include MPT and 
TPS baseball and soccer, as well as 
association soccer use for practices and 
games. No other upgrades are scheduled. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power x Concessions
Scoreboard x Synthetic Turf x
Press Box Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms x Lined Field x
Bathroom Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



Foss High School - Baseball and JV Field



FRANKLIN PARK - BASEBALL & PLAYFIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This field is a dirt infield and grass outfield, 
with limited space for soccer and football 
usage. This baseball field has a dirt pitching 
mound, which limits its use to high school 
baseball only. It is the home field for Life 
Christian Academy sports practices, whose 
use is shown as rentals in the charts below.  
In addition, association football practices 
are also held on this playfield. MPT 
baseball also uses this for practices only. 
Drainage issues cause the field(s) to often 
be unusable from December-February. 
Parking is available only on the street, and 
the park contains a newly remodeled 
bathroom facility.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom x Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Franklin Park Baseball & Playfield

Weather Dependent Rental



FRANKLIN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a large grass field and used 
exclusively for Elementary School Sports 
program practices. Upgrades were made to 
this field were made in 2011, which 
improved access to the field through a 
walking track, irrigation, drainage, etc. The 
site will accommodate two mod sized soccer 
fields. Parking is limited to street side use 
only. No future plans have been identified 
for improvements or upgrades. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



FIELD NOT PROGRAMMED

Franklin Elementary School - Grass Field



GARFIELD PARK - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This field is used on occasion for Annie 
Wright School practices and games. Annie 
Wright contributed to the park upgrades in 
2010, which resulted in a shared 
maintenance agreement for duties between 
MPT and Annie Wright. At the time of 
writing of this report, Annie Wright is 
seeking permitting authority to build a lit 
artificial turf field on their property behind 
their school. If this facility is indeed built, 
their use of Garfield Park would most likely 
diminish. The park and field suffer from 
extremely wet conditions, which led MPT to 
conduct a drainage improvement project in 
summer of 2016. There is a baseball 
backstop, but it is only used for drop in play 
and is not scheduled.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



Garfield Park - Grass Field



GEIGER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is an open multi-sport grass field. The 
field was added when the school was 
redone in 2013.   The field is essentially un-
programmed with exception to the 
Elementary School Sports activities that are 
starting at the site.  There is a parking lot 
(40 spaces), which provides good access to 
the field. This field has excellent drainage. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Geiger Elementary School - Grass Field

FIELD NOT PROGRAMMED



GRANT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is basic grass field, with only 
Elementary School Sports practices 
occurring on the site. This school is on the 
list to be demolished and re-built, scheduled 
to reopen in August 2019. The field will be a 
much smaller synthetic turf play area and 
will be large enough to handle the 
Elementary Sports programming, but 
nothing more.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



Grant Elementary School - Grass Field



HEIDELBERG-DAVIS SPORTS COMPLEX -  BASEBALL FIELD #1 
BOB MCGUINNESS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Commonly referred to as "Big Bob", this is a 
fully lit grass infield/outfield baseball facility 
(full size) that can accommodate 60/90 foot 
baselines. It is the home field for both 
Stadium High School and Lincoln High 
School Boys baseball programs. There is 
adequate parking on the site. The condition 
of the natural grass outfield leads to 
drainage issues which often causes 
closures in the winter months. This site has 
been identified on the MPT ADA transition 
plan and accessibility upgrades are 
mandatory. Restrooms were built in 1956 
and have not been updated - these facilities 
are in decrepit condition.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power x Concessions
Scoreboard x Synthetic Turf
Press Box x Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



Hidelberg Davis Sprorts Complex- Field #1, Bob McGuiness Field



HEIDELBERG-DAVIS SPORTS COMPLEX - BASEBALL FIELD 2

Site Description and Key Findings

This field is a dirt infield and grass outfield 
and is only used by MPT for T-ball and 
coach pitch baseball. Drainage is an issue, 
which is a cause of closure in the wetter 
winter months. This site has been identified 
on the MPT ADA transition plan and 
accessibility upgrades are mandatory. 
Restrooms were built in 1956 and have not 
been updated and are in decrepit shape. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



Hidelberg Sprts Complex - Field #2



HEIDELBERG-DAVIS SPORTS COMPLEX - BASEBALL FIELD 3

Site Description and Key Findings

This field is a dirt infield and grass outfield 
and is only used by MPT for T-ball and 
coach pitch. Drainage is an issue, which is 
a cause of closure in the wetter winter 
months. This site has been identified on the 
MPT ADA transition plan and accessibility 
upgrades are mandatory. Restrooms are in 
decrepit shape - they were built in 1956 
and have not been updated. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



Hidelberg Davis Sports Complex - Field #3



HEIDELBERG-DAVIS SPORTS COMPLEX - BASEBALL FIELD 4

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a dirt infield and grass outfield, which 
can accommodate baseline distances of 70 
feet and below. It the home field for the 
Foss High School girl's softball program for 
practices and games. In addition, the 
Mason Middle School girls' team has their 
games on this field. Drainage is an issue, 
which is a cause of closure in the wetter 
winter months. This site has been identified 
on the MPT ADA transition plan and 
accessibility upgrades are mandatory. 
Restrooms are in decrepit shape - they 
were built in 1956 and have not been 
updated. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



Hidelberg Davis Sports Complex - Field #4



HEIDELBERG-DAVIS SPORTS COMPLEX - BASEBALL FIELD 5

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a dirt infield and grass outfield, which 
can accommodate baseline distances of 70 
feet and below. It the home field for Foss 
High School girl's softball program for both 
practices and games. In addition, the 
Mason Middle School girl's softball team 
has their games on this field. Drainage is an 
issue, which is a cause of closure in the 
wetter winter months. This site has been 
identified on the MPT ADA transition plan 
and accessibility upgrades are mandatory. 
Restrooms are in decrepit shape, as they 
were built in 1956 and have not been 
updated. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



Hidelberg Davis Sports Complex - Field #5



HUNT MIDDLE SCHOOL - ATHLETIC FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Hunt Middle School is currently serving as a 
transitional space for students as their 
school buildings are being built or 
remodeled. At the time of this report, 
Stewart Middle School is being housed at 
this location, and the TPS usage of the 
facilities at this location shown on the graph 
below are representative of the Stewart 
Middle School population.

This is a natural grass field with a dirt track. 
The TPS Middle school sports expansion 
will include C team in the mid and long 
term, which will result in a field space 
shortage. Association football is another 
primary user for practices only. Field 
drainage is poor, and the north side of this 
field is prone to flooding. There is no 
asphalted parking near the field, nor does 
the school have any parking available 
outside a small administrative lot with 
approximately 20 spaces.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



Hunt Middle School- Athletic Field



HUNT MIDDLE SCHOOL - BASEBALL & GRASS FIELD 1

Site Description and Key Findings

Hunt Middle School is currently serving as a 
transitional space for students as their 
school buildings are being built or 
remodeled. At the time of this report, 
Stewart Middle School is being housed at 
this location, and the TPS usage of the 
facilities at this location shown on the graph 
below are representative of the Stewart 
Middle School population.

This is a dirt infield and grass outfield. This 
represents the Stewart MS population. 
Stewart MS new field will only include a 
limited to a full size multi-purpose size field 
and synthetic track. No baseball or softball 
facilities will be provided due top space 
constraints, so that programming must be 
moved elsewhere. Middle school C team 
expansion is going to be problematic when 
looking into the future for Stewart MS 
student population. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



Hunt Middle School - Baseball and Grass Field



HUNT MIDDLE SCHOOL - SOFTBALL & GRASS FIELD #2

Site Description and Key Findings

Hunt Middle School is currently serving as a 
transitional space for students as their 
school buildings are being built or 
remodeled. At the time of this report, 
Stewart Middle School is being housed at 
this location, and the TPS usage of the 
facilities at this location shown on the 
graphs below are representative of the 
Stewart Middle School population.

This is a dirt infield and grass outfield, and is 
in fairly poor condition. Drainage is an issue 
on this site. As with all of the fields at the 
Hunt MS site, they are extensively used by 
association football teams for practices and 
games.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



Hunt Middle School - Softball and Grass Field 2



JANE CLARK PARK - BASEBALL, SOFTBALL & GRASS PLAYFIELD 

Site Description and Key Findings

Classified as a Neighborhood Park, these 
are dirt infields and a shared grass outfield. 
The baseball field can accommodate 
baseline distances from 60 to 90 feet. Both 
ballfields are used by Truman Middle 
School girl's softball for both practices and 
games. The natural grass playfield is 
heavily used by association soccer for both 
practices, clinics and games. On game 
days, soccer use can see 4-5 games and 
about 450-500 people coming through the 
park.

There is only street side parking, which has 
caused complaints from the park's 
neighbors. There are drainage issues 
during the winter months, and the turf 
conditions deteriorate quickly.

This type of usage is outside of MPT's Park 
Classification guidelines.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom x Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



Jane Clark Park - Baseball and Grass Playfield



JASON LEE MIDDLE SCHOOL - ATHLETIC FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This a 3/4 size synthetic turf multipurpose 
field with a synthetic practice track and no 
lights. Nortac uses this site for games, 
which brings between 250-300 people on 
game days during soccer season. Third 
party providers for adult sport leagues also 
like to use this venue for soccer. There are 
no bleachers, which means the use of 
private chairs on both the turf and track. 
Parking is good in the adjacent middle 
school lot. No restrooms available, 
occasionally an association will rent and 
place a portable restroom of their own. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf x
Press Box Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Jason Lee Middle School - Athletic Field



JASON LEE MIDDLE SCHOOL - BASEBALL FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a dirt infield and grass outfield with a 
dirt mound. It accommodates baselines 
between 60 and 90 foot distances and is 
used for middle school baseball and softball 
practices and games. The site has decent 
drainage, but the irrigation system is old 
and needs work to ensure better turf 
conditions.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



Jason Lee Middle School - Baseball Field 



JEFFERSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Built in 2004, this is a grass field with a 
perimeter gravel path. It is primarily used 
for Elementary Sports practices. Parking 
is on street. 

Irrigation is excellent, and drainage is 
sufficient. This field is used extensively as 
a drop in site by the surrounding 
neighborhood.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



Jefferson Elementart School - Grass Field

FIELD NOT PROGRAMMED



JEFFERSON PARK - BASEBALL & GRASS FIELD #2

Site Description and Key Findings

Jefferson Park is classified as a Community 
Park with tennis courts, sprayground and a 
walking trail. The baseball field has a dirt 
infield and grass outfield, with a dirt mound 
that can accommodate 60 to 90 foot 
baseline distances. On-street parking only, 
with ADA limitations inside the park. 
Restrooms are available. For the mid-long 
term, the Elementary Sports programs 
(soccer, flag football) are cited to use this 
location for games. 

As shown below, there are concerns about 
the mid term usage in the winter months, 
due to turf conditions. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom x Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Jefferson Park - Baseball  & Grass Field #2



JEFFERSON PARK - SOFTBALL AND GRASS FIELD 1

Jefferson Park is classified as a Community 
Park with tennis courts, sprayground and a 
walking trail. The softball field has a dirt 
infield and grass outfield, with no mound 
that can accommodate baseline distances 
from 46 to 60 feet. On-street parking only, 
with ADA limitations inside the park. 
Restrooms are available. For the mid-long 
term, the Elementary Sports programs
(soccer, flag football) are cited to use this 
location for games.

This site has considerable drainage issues 
and ranks as one of the top 2-3 worst 
draining sites in the MPT inventory. 

As shown below, there are concerns about 
the mid term usage in the winter months, 
due to turf conditions.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Jefferson Park - Softball & Grass Field 1



Site Description and Key Findings

This is a synthetic field with cinder track, and the turf is past the point of its life-cycle. This is a game 
and practice site for football, lacrosse and soccer. On the weekends, this site sees between 200-300 
people for games. This site also gets quite a bit of unstructured drop-in/ pick-up use. The parking lot 
is immediately adjacent to the field, and has approximately 45 spaces. There is no restroom on site, 
although associations will often place a portable restroom in this location.

Competitive Facility
Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power
Scoreboard
Press Box
Locker Rooms
Bathroom
General Parking X
Concessions
Synthetic Turf X
Natural Grass Turf
Lined Field X
Lighting
Bleachers

MASON MIDDLE SCHOOL - ATHLETIC FIELD



Mason Middle School - Athletic Field



McCARVER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - SYNTHETIC FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This field received a new synthetic turf 
upgrade in the summer of 2016. It is used 
for Elementary Sports practices. There are 
baseball backstops, but no lines. On-street 
parking is available, but the streets are 
narrow in this neighborhood.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf x
Press Box Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking Bleachers



McCarver Elementary School- Synthetic Field

FIELD NOT PROGRAMMED



PECK SPORTS COMPLEX - BASEBALL FIELDS 1 & 2 (W/OUTFIELDS)

Site Description and Key Findings

The Peck Sports Complex is a collection of 4 
baseball fields and their associated outfields.

Baseball fields 1 and 2 are dirt infields with 
grass outfields. Portable pitching mounds are 
used, and the fields can accommodate baseline 
distances 70 feet and under. These fields are 
the home fields for the Jason Lee softball 
teams. 

The outfields are programmed in the fall by the 
Nortac Soccer Association for youth soccer. On 
game days, the complex can see upwards of 
800-1000 people.

Parking is average with on-street parking and a 
parking lot. The complex suffers from major 
ADA accessibility issues and restrooms that are 
in dire shape and need to be upgraded. 

Drainage is very poor on this site and leads to 
absolute field closures during wet winter 
months.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power x Concessions x
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



Peck Sports Complex - Baseball Fields 1 & 2 w/ Outfields



PECK SPORTS COMPLEX - BASEBALL FIELDS 3 & 4 (W/OUTFIELDS)

Site Description and Key Findings

The Peck Sports Complex is a collection of 4 
baseball fields and their associated outfields.

Baseball fields 3 and 4 are dirt infields with 
grass outfields. Portable pitching mounds are 
used, and the fields can accommodate baseline 
distances 70 feet and under. These fields are 
the home fields for the Stadium High School 
softball teams. 

The outfields are programmed in the fall by the 
Nortac Soccer Association for youth soccer. On 
game days, the complex can see upwards of 
800-1000 people.

Parking is average with on-street parking and a 
parking lot. The complex suffers from major 
ADA accessibility issues and restrooms that are 
in dire shape and need to be upgraded. 
Drainage is very poor on this site and leads to 
absolute field closures during wet winter 
months.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power x Concessions x
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms x Lined Field x
Bathroom Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



Peck Sports Complex - Baseball Fields 3 & 4 (w/ Outfields)



POINT DEFIANCE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - BASEBALL FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a dirt field, primarily used by the 
elementary school for sports practices. In 
addition, association baseball uses this 
field as well. The parking is good with a 
large school lot and on-street parking 
available. Drainage is good. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking BleachersX



Point Defiance Elementary School - Baseball Field



POINT DEFIANCE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

This is a large open grass field, and the  
only elementary school that has lighting. It 
is primarily used by Elementary Sports 
practices. The parking is good with a 
school lot and on-street parking. Drainage 
is good. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers

x



Point Defiance Elementary School - Grass Field

FIELD NOT PROGRAMMED



SHERMAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - GRASS FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Sherman Elementary School is a relatively 
new facility, and there are no planned 
improvements for this site. There is a grass 
playfield with no other amenities. No 
restrooms, and drainage is average for the 
field itself. Parking is adequate, with stalls 
located immediately adjacent to the field. 
This field is currently only programmed for 
association lacrosse practices, and the new 
Elementary Sports programs began to use 
the field in 2016.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Sherman Elementary Field - Grass Field



SKYLINE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL / TPS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER  
BASEBALL AND ATHLETIC FIELDS

Site Description and Key Findings

Skyline Elementary/Professional 
Development Center (which is the old 
Truman Middle School site) has a full size 
grass football field with a cinder track and 
the turf is in average condition. The Nortac 
Soccer Association uses this location 
during peak soccer season as a location for 
practices. 

The baseball field is currently un-
programmed, but could be with additional 
improvements to the field irrigation, 
drainage and fencing. This baseball field 
could accommodate 54-80 foot sizes, 
which a size that is currently needed in this 
section of the city. The standard 
Elementary Sports programming model will 
also occupy this site.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



SKYLINE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL / TPS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER  BASEBALL AND ATHLETIC FIELDS



STADIUM HIGH SCHOOL - STADIUM BOWL ATHLETIC FIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Stadium Bowl is a full size lighted football 
stadium, striped for football and soccer.  
The track is synthetic, but modified because 
of size constraints, therefore competitive 
track events cannot be held at this location.  
The site has bathrooms, locker rooms, 
press box and concession facilities, but 
ADA access to the field and stands is very 
poor. Parking is excellent with a dual level 
garage immediately adjacent to the 
stadium. As is the case with all of the HS 
football stadiums, MS football will begin 
playing football games once per week, 
rotating throughout each stadium.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power x Concessions x
Scoreboard x Synthetic Turf x
Press Box x Natural Grass Turf
Locker Rooms x Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting x
General Parking x Bleachers x



Stadium High School - Staidium Bowl Athletic Field



STANLEY PARK - BASEBALL FIELD & PLAYFIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

A large piece of public property, Stanley Park is a 
shared site between the properties behind Stanley 
Elementary and Al Davies Boys and Girls Club. The 
baseball field has a backstop and the field has an 
opportunity to be programmed much more than 
current levels, if improvements were to be made.  
The field is currently all natural grass, with no 
mound. The field is large, and could be modified to 
accommodate baseline sizes between 50 to 70 foot 
sizes (which is a field size that is currently needed in 
this part of Tacoma).

Bathroom facilities are limited to the boys and girls 
club facility, and the football associations rent 
portable restrooms. Parking is limited to the boys 
and girls club, which offers approximately 30 stalls.  
On street parking is available on S 17th Street, but it 
is a fair distance from the fields.

The playfield sees a major influx of use in the fall for 
association football practices (whom utilize rented 
lights to effectively extend the field's availability). 
Lacrosse use ramps up in the spring. The 
Elementary School sports programming will utilize 
this site. The mid term utilization data below shows 
that the field will exceed maximum levels. 

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field
Bathroom Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers



Stanley Park - Baseball and Playfield



Site Description and Key Findings

The Truman Middle School Athletic Field is a synthetic turf field with no lights. Parking is limited to street-
side on North 35th, which is dangerous during game days (the main parking lot at the school site is 
closed, due to safety reasons). During football season (6-8 weekends per year), the site sees between 
500-1,000 people on game days; during the rest of the year, the site can see between 200-300 people 
per weekend game day. Because there are no bleachers, the turf and track are negatively impacted by 
chairs. As an unsecured turf field, the site also currently sees quite a bit of unscheduled, drop in activity 
by the community. Mid and Long Term growth shows an increase in soccer for both association and 
middle school level play. This dynamic is mostly due to the TPS Middle School sports expansion which 
will include C teams in the mid and long term, this will result in a field space shortage when looking into 
the future for the Truman MS student population.

There are no planned improvements currently identified for this site. 

Competitive Facility
Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power
Scoreboard
Press Box
Locker Rooms
Bathroom
General Parking
Concessions
Synthetic Turf X
Natural Grass Turf
Lined Field X
Lighting
Bleachers

TRUMAN MIDDLE SCHOOL - ATHLETIC FIELD



Truman Middle School - Athletic Field



Site Description and Key Findings

The Truman softball field is a dirt infield and a grass outfield, and can accommodate 50 to 70 foot 
baseline distances. There are no bleachers, and restroom facilities are limited to a portable restroom, 
which is rented by the associations that utilize the site. Drainage on the grass is average.  

The grass playfield is a natural turf playfield that sees quite a bit of overflow use from the adjacent 
synthetic athletic field. Mid term projections show a major influx of usage as the MS sports C teams 
come on line and will need a location to practice and play games.

Competitive Facility
Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power
Scoreboard
Press Box
Locker Rooms
Bathroom
General Parking
Concessions
Synthetic Turf
Natural Grass Turf X
Lined Field
Lighting
Bleachers

TRUMAN MIDDLE SCHOOL - SOFTBALL AND GRASS PLAYFIELDS 



Truman Middle School - Softball and Grass Playfields



VASSAULT PARK - BASEBALL FIELDS 1, 2 AND GRASS PLAYFIELD

Site Description and Key Findings

Vassault Park is a Community Park.

Both of the Vassault baseball fields were 
off-line in 2015, due to the Asarco soil 
remediation project. Starting in 2016, this 
baseball field became the home field for 
Stadium Varsity and Junior Varsity baseball 
programs, and could experience conflicts 
with association soccer needs during the 
spring months. Amenities include 
bleachers, bathrooms and a large parking 
lot.

On the playfield, the Asarco project also 
included a major drainage improvement 
that significantly increased playability and 
turf conditions. The Nortac Soccer Club 
extensively utilizes this location for game 
day events and practices. Peak game days 
can see upwards of 1,000 people visiting 
the park.

Competitive Facility Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power Concessions
Scoreboard Synthetic Turf
Press Box Natural Grass Turf x
Locker Rooms Lined Field x
Bathroom x Lighting
General Parking x Bleachers x



Vassault Park - Baseball Fields 1 & 2 and Grass Playfield

FIELDS CLOSED FOR REMEDIATION PROJECT



Site Description and Key Findings

Under construction at the time of this report, this site will be opened in September 2017. The field 
improvements include an unlit natural grass field with full size synthetic track.  

Competitive Facility
Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power
Scoreboard
Press Box
Locker Rooms
Bathroom
General Parking X
Concessions
Synthetic Turf
Natural Grass Turf X
Lined Field
Lighting
Bleachers

WILSON HIGH SCHOOL - GRASS ATHLETIC FIELD



Wilson High School - Grass Athletic Field



Site Description and Key Findings

Grass infield with a grass outfield, this is the home field for the Wilson High School baseball program.  
The field is not scheduled for any improvements and no restrooms are available. The field can 
accommodate 60-90 foot baselines. Parking is limited to street-side parking on North 12th Street.

Competitive Facility
Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power
Scoreboard
Press Box
Locker Rooms
Bathroom
General Parking X
Concessions
Synthetic Turf
Natural Grass Turf X
Lined Field X
Lighting
Bleachers

WILSON HIGH SCHOOL - BASEBALL FIELD 

X



Wilson High School - Baseball Field



Site Description and Key Findings

Dirt infield with a grass outfield, this the home field for Wilson High School's softball program. The field 
is not scheduled for any improvements and no restrooms are available. The field can accommodate 
46-60 foot baselines. Parking is limited to street-side parking on North 12th Street. 

Competitive Facility
Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power
Scoreboard
Press Box
Locker Rooms
Bathroom
General Parking X
Concessions
Synthetic Turf
Natural Grass Turf X
Lined Field X
Lighting

XBleachers

WILSON HIGH SCHOOL - SOFTBALL FIELD



Wilson High School - Softball Field



Site Description and Key Findings

Constructed and opened for use in 2015, these fields combine to form a two field artificial turf complex.  
Lights were recently added in fall of 2016. Amenities are limited and the lack of bleachers affects the 
maintenance and life expectancy of the turf. Parking amenities are excellent, located in a lot on the 
north side of the school. Restrooms are limited to portable facilities. Usage is nearly maximized; in the 
mid term, spring time hours are projected to eclipse the facility's capacity. Association soccer is a major 
user in the fall, with association football filling in the gaps. Middle school football will begin playing 
football games at this location once per week, on a rotating basis.

Competitive Facility
Analysis Results

AMENITIES

Power
Scoreboard
Press Box
Locker Rooms
Bathroom
General Parking X
Concessions
Synthetic Turf X
Natural Grass Turf
Lined Field X
Lighting X
Bleachers

WILSON HIGH SCHOOL - SYNTHETIC TURF FIELDS 1 AND 2



Wilson High School - Synthetic Turf Fields 1 and 2
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